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EDITOR'S NOTE

HIS ISSUE of The Pater Newsletter is a double issue featuring three
excellent essays devoted to the topi c of Pater and cosmopolitanism.
Zachary Heare's essay juxtaposes Pater's Renaissance with Michael

Field's Sight and Song not only, as other critics have, for the express homage
the latter pays to Pater's text, but also for the "decadent counterrepublic" both

help construct (15). Their shared project of yolting together paintings that cross
national and temporal borders constitutes onc form of cosmopolitanisffi, Beare

argues, but so, too, does Field's faith in ekphrastic poetry's potential to uniJY (or
"translate") the visual and verbal arts. Yannis Kanaraki s argues that the fascination
and eventual disaffection Marcus Aurelius in spires in Pater's Marius is, among
other things, a critique of nineteenth-century moral philosophy. "By criticizing
Sto icism, and by implication nineteen th -century idealism," Kanaraki s
maintains, "Pater is actually envisioning another form of cosmopolitan
humanism," one that specifically "involves an id eal without abstractions and
rationalizati ons, where the 'heart 'would occupy the cen tral rolc"(29). Dustin
Friedman also reads M arius the Epicurean for its dual engagements with ideas
both ancient and modern. "Pater's Euphuism relies upon the insights of idealist
philosophy in order to articulate a theory of'cosmopolitan style,'" he asserts. That
asticulation involves a highly complex dialectic that "dsaws upon a dispasate
number of cultural discourses" as it "simultaneously subjcct[ s] those di scourses
to an intensely self- reflexive process of questioning and scrutiny" (34) . This
scrutiny, Friedman argues, implicates Pater's own style in lVlarius (a certainly
idiosyn cratic form of "h istorical novel"), even as it "fundamentally disrupts the
logic that underlies any cultural category that threatens to become solidified or
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essentialized" (34).
Our issue also features reviews of two important books for (and by) Pater
scholars: Catherine Maxwell's Second sight: the Visionary Imagination in Late
Victorian Literature (2008) and Stefano Evangelista's British Aestheticism and
Ancient Greece: Hellenum, Reception, Gods in Exile (2009). Our customary "Recent
Publications" section features two new reviewers, Marc di PaoIo and AnneFlorence Gillard- Estrada, to whom we extend our warm welcome.

The editor must express her deep gratitude to assistant editor Lesley Higgins,
who went beyond her merely typical indispensibility to bring this issue to
fruition. I am also grateful for my new design and layout assistant, Bill Livolsi, an
undergraduate English major at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas. In order
properly to recognize all contributions to The Pater Newsletter, here and hereafter,
we are now including a "Notes on Contributors" section at the cnd of the issue.
On a morc prosaic note, it has come to my attention that a growing number

of European subscribers have been repeatedly thwarted in their efforts to reach
me electronically. For that reason, please note that 1 have changed my primary

contact address to meganbl@mac.com. If you do not have a problem with my
older university address, meganb@unlv.ncvada.edu, feel frcc to co ntinue to use
it. If for any reason, you have trouble contacting me, you are most welcome to
co nvey messages to our book review and annotations editors, or to any officers of

the IWPS.
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Alison Halsall

MAxwELL,

CATHERINE.

S ECOND SIGHT: 1).1£

VISIONARY IMAGINATION IN LIITE

VICTORIAN UTERATURE. MANCHESTER: MANCHESTER

UP, 2008, s89.00. 260

PP.

ATHERlNE MAXWELI:S MONOGRAPH, Secolld sight, provides
a new exa mination of the Romantic legacy that shapes the Victorian
visionary imagination in the latter half of the nineteenth century.
Moving beyond a focus on the sublime as representative of this Romantic
legacy in favor of other forms of imaginative vision employed by canonical and
non-canonical Victorian writers, Maxwell's study offers an alternative to the
contemporary critical interest taken in the optically visible and the certainties
of material particularity, and their links to the Victorian imagination. Maxwell
notes that an interest in literary Romanticism flouri shed in the late Victorian
period, alongside an interest in psychic phenomena, spiritualism, and the occult.
The visionary and symbolic poetry of the Romantics therefore becomes important
for these late nineteenth-century writers to counteract the materialist, empiricist,
and positivist ethos of the Victorians. Drawing on both familiar and unfamiliar
prose and poetic works from the nineteenth century, Second sight's analysis offers
important readings of the Rom antic tropes that link. these late Victorian writers.
M ost fascinating about this srudy is the focus Maxwell gives to some lesserknown Victorian figures . Providing a succinct summary of the recovery project
of the Venus de Milo in 1820 and then-contemporary debates about possible
reconstructions, Maxwell employs this recovered sculptural relic to explore the
suggestive possibilities of the fragment that in turn allows a late Romantic
imaginative sublime to emerge in the supernatural writings of Vernon Lee, and
the dramatic soliloquies of her half-brother, Eugene Lee-Hamilton. Situating the
Venus de Milo at the centre of their fascination with images of burial, disinterment,
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and discovery, MaxweU explores their interest in the fragmentary and incomplete,
both of which she identifies as part of a Romantic and post-Romantic visionary
tradition. Maxwell's fascinating survey of the influence of Venus and the story
of Tannhauser on the imaginations of such Victorians as Swinburne, Wagner,
Pater, and Morris culminates in an analysis of the interest taken in this evocative

figure by Lee and Lee-Hamilton. Maxwell's analysis of Hauntings, along with her
recovery work about Lee herself, brings some important contemporary analysis

to Veroon Lee's supernatural stories. Moreover, Maxv.reU's focus on the creative
interdependence of Lee and her brother Eugene Lee- H amilton provides an
intriguing new lens through which to view the creative dialogue they fostered
with one another during a span of about twenty years. Situating Lee-Hamilton
within the extensive tradition of Victorian sonneteers, Maxwell examines many of
his dramatic sonnets, and demonstrates through some careful close-readings how
the sonnet form was useful for Lee- Hamilton in the expressio n of an "expansive

sublimity of vision" (156). This chapter in Maxwell's study is especially well-argued
and provides important new insights into the Romantic legacy that preoccupies
these two Victorian wri ters.
Oneofthe monograph's early chapters traces the impact of Romanticism on the
visionary imagination of Dante Gabriel Rossetti, the type of "sensitive Romantic
and Post-Romantic poet"(23) that Maxwell sees in o ther artists in the collection,
Eugene Lee-Hamilto n specifically. Maxwell offers a new avenue of inquiry into
Rossetti's oeu'Ure by moving away from the "fleshly," more naturalistic analyses
of Rossetti's poetry, in favor of an examination of its supernatural and mystical

(read Romantic) elements. Maxwell highlights Walter Pater's essay written to
preface a selection of Rossetti's poetry in Ward's English Poets (1883) as being
the first to acknowledge that Rossetti's verse is at once material and spiritual, a

response (so Maxwell argues) to Buchanan's earlier charges about the explicitly
"fleshly" nature of his House ofLife sonnets. Contemporary critics seem to be less
interested in Rossetti's link with the mystical and symbolic, an oversight Maxwell
rectifies in this interesting chapter on Rossetti's visionary imagination. Drawing
on Rossetti's fascination with spiritualism and mesmerism, Maxwell analyzes
the visual, symbolic, and imaginative dimensions ofRossetti's writing. Moreover,
she presents an illuminating reading of Rossetti's "magnetic" personality in
relation to the interest in mesmerism taken in late V ictorian England , one that
in turn carried through into then-contemporary critical assessments of his work.
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Theodo re Watts- Dunton , coining the phrase "the Renasce nce of W onder"
to describe the Roman ti c spirit in th e latter half of the nineteenth century,
identifies Rosserti's world of wonder, mystery, and spiritual beauty that emerges
in particul ar th rough his treatment of women and love, and demonstrates how in
its most ideal form it is realized in a language of magnetic communication that
is both physical and spiritual (49-50). Maxwell employs Rossetti's "Proserpina"
sonnets to explore the tendency shared by these late nineteenth -century artists to
focus on lost, elusive, fragmentary, and incomplete female figures as emblems of a
visionary Romanticism. This analysis of Rosserti's visionary prose, his interest in
magnetism and other esoteric arts, is especially accomplished and coincides with
a new critical interest taken in this aspect of Rossetti's work.
D ovetailing nicely with the current popular and critical fascination
with spiritu alism , clai rvoya nce, and the esoteric, Seco11d light examines this
Romantic visio nary imagination more meta phori cally. For M axwe ll, this
visionary imaginati on, taking its cue fro m the Ro mantics , envisions the
manifestatio n of something beyond the present and tangible object, and in
so doing imaginatively tran sfig ures this object. Waiter Pater's obsessio n with
the visionary o r unseen in his conception of character - the refined essence in
perfected form, a process of refinement that draws on Romantic descriptions
of alchemy - is situated as a quintessential example of this tendency. While
reading Pater's R enaissance, Maxwell notes, one is struck by how the visual
content of a pi cture is overtaken by an un canny, subliminal energy that
enco urages the reader to look past the immediate and often tangible image
(71 ). By reminding readers of Pater's criticism of th e false antagonism
between matter and spirit, Maxwell alig ns Pater with other writers who
infuse the visible world with a visionary laye r, a "'strange ve il of Sight'" (73)
th at paradoxically helps to illuminate abstract processes. In turn, Maxwell
notes th at Pater borrowed alchemical vocabulary from Shellcy and Coleridge
to describ e th e process of refinement by which the artist transforms raw
materi als into lasting imaginative works. Li ke Lee and Lee-H amilton, so
M axwell argues , Pater fastens on sculpture as the perfect art fo rm that reveals
th e esse nce of a thing because of its lengthy process of refinement. And, in
fact, this focus on form allows the artist and critic to move from the visible
to the Visionary. The incompletion of some of Michelangelo's sculpture Pater
identifies as a parti cular strength; in this respect, Pater comes to mirror Vernon

6
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Lee's and Eugene Lee-Hamilton's fascination with the Romantic fragment
that is in turn based on its remarkable power ofimaginative suggestion.
MaxweU then turns to English poet and critic Theodore Watts-Dunton, at
one time a bestselling writer and a widely respected critic and poet, to demonstrate
how his novel Ay/win rearticulates Romantic values in its treatment of woman as
aesthetic object in portraiture and mesmeric therapy. This chapter presents some
long overdue analysis of this one-time Victorian bestscller. Maxwell provides one
of the first sustained analyses of Ay/win, a novel that was tremendously successful
in the late nineteenth century - it went into nine editions between October and
December of 1898 and was characterized by G. P. Gooch as "first among the
three most important books published that year" (172) - but that has almost
completely disappeared from criticism in recent years. The uncanny structures
of doubling, repetition, and transference that he makes use of are ones WattsDunton takes from Coleridge's "Christabel" and sensation novelists like Wilkie
CoUins. Of particular interest in MaxweU's analysis of Ay/win is her exploration of
Watts-Dunton's fascination with British gypsy life and culture, and the focus on
genealogy, mental strain, and hysteria that the novel borrows from contemporary
sensation novels.
Concluding with an examination of Thomas Hardy's "spiritual or second
sight," MaxweU ably demonstrates how Hardy exalts visible objects so that they
become uncanny versions of themselves, a tendency Maxwell identifies as part of
the Romantic visionary imagination shared by these late Victorian writers. Hardy's
interest in specters, shades, and shadows speaks to his theorizations about art and
literature,and his view that"writing, particularly poetry, is a domain especially suited
to ghosts and spirits, being a realm of refined essences" (18). Maxwell attempts
to counteract the tendency in criticism on vision and visuality in Victorian poetry
that is dominated by a preoccupation with particulars, with the material world
and material practices, by depicting this visionary Romanticism that emerges in
Hardy's work through a close analysis of some of his more spectral poems. From
Hardy, Maxwell moves on to a broad examination of the latent Romanticism that
preoccupies modernists, from Yeats, Eliot, and Pound, at the turn of the twentieth
century.

Second sight: Yhe Visionary Imagination in Late Victorian Literature is a
fascinating addition to the analyses currently available of these canonical and
non-canonical pacts. Although its selective use of Winnicott's and Klein's
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psychoanalytical theories is jarring and not necessarily as well-integrated with
the rest of the analysis, Maxwell's new monograph provides original insight into
the language of refinement, essence, and death that epitomizes this influential
Romantic visionary imagination. LUcidly argued, Second sight would be of use to
any reader interested in the discipline of the visionary.
York Uuiversity

8
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Lene 0stermark-Joha n se n

EVANGELISTA, STEFANO, BRITISH AESTH ETICISM AND ANCIENT GREECE: H ELLENISM,
RECEPTION, GODS IN EXILE. PALGRAVE STUDIES IN NINETEElm·I -CENTURY WRITING

AND CULTURE. BASJN GSTOKE: PALGRAVE, 2009, £50. 216 PP.

HREE GHOSTS HAUNT Stefano Evangelist.s recent book. The
figures and writings of Johann Joachim Winckelmann and Walter
Pater are meticulously woven through the dense texture of Evangelista's
argument from beginning to end, as he examines the pivotal role of Hellenism in
British aestheticism. They cast their shadows well into the twentieth and even

twenty-first centuries and are joined at the very end by the ghost of Vernon Lee,
as Evangeli sta concludes his book with a reference to Lee's late tale "Dionysus

on the Euganean Hills" (1921). As a tale dedicated to the memory of Pater, Lee's
'Dionysus' is elegiac in character, looking back on Pater as an exiled god and
on aestheticism as a signifier of the old world , before modernism and the First

World War. And yet Evangelista brings the ghosts of Pater and his female disciple
disturbingly close to the modern reader by concluding his "Conclusion" in the
following manner: "The old story of survival, resurrection and haunting comforts

her. And besides she knows that Pater's ghost, and perhaps her own, would one
day come back to haunt certain places of the mind" (165).
I do not know whether the modern mind is exactly haunted by Pater's ghost,
but he has certainly recently become a very pervasive presence in all discuss ions
of aestheticism, even among art historians, such as Jason Edwards's Alfred

Gilberts Aestheticism: Gilbert A mongst Whistler, Wilde, Leighton, Pater, and BurneJones (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2006), where his influence is constantly pointed out.
He receives substantive chapters all to himself in Elizabeth Prettejohn's Art for
A rts Sake: Aestheticism in Victorian Painting (New H aven and London: Yale UP,
2007), in Angela Leighton's On Form: Poetry, Aestheticism, and the Legacy ofa Word
(Oxford: Oxford UP, 2007), in Catherine MaxweU's Second sight: tbe Visionary
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Imagination in Late Victorian Literature (Manchester: Manchester UP, 2008),
and a whole volume dedicated to his own, Aesthetic Conditions: Pater A cross the

Arts, edited by L esley Higgins and Elicia Clements, which is forthcoming from
Palgrave in 2010 . The recent NAVSA conference in Cambridge in July 2009
and the British ~estheticisms conference in Montpellier in October 2009 were
both rich in papers either on Pater as a single subject or on his influence. Yet, where

much scholarship in the 1990s placed Pater firmly in relation to modernism, he
is presently more frequently being positioned in close Bakhtinian dialogues w ith
his immediate contemporaries, as an inescapable voice reaching into far corners of
late Victorian discourse.
One of the most interesting aspects of Evangelist a's book is the uncovering of
part of Pater's readership: Wilde reading Greek Studies in priso n, as he shapes his
own late aestheticism of suffering, in part indebted to Pater's stress on the sorrow
and death embodied in the myths of Demeter and Dionysus; "Michael Field"
devouring his works in rhe 1880s and 1890s and developing their own Bacchic
cults which take the Dionysiac much further than Pater;]. A. Symonds constantly
reading, imitating, and commenting on Pater from his Studies in the Greek Poets
(1873) to the end of his life; and of course Lee's ongoing dialogue with the man
and his works from the dedication of Euphorion (1884), to the "Valedictory" in
Renaissa"ce Fa"cies and Studies (1895), to "Dionysus on the Euganean HiIls"(1921).
Evangelista begins his book with a discussion of one of Pater's most controversial
early essays, the 1867 essay on Winckelmann, and the subsequent three chaptersone on Vernon Lee, one on "Michael Field, tI and one on O scar Wilde - develop as
intertextual responses to Winckelmann's sculptural and H ellenic aesthetics, seen
in large part through Pater's (not entirely uncritical) optic. The heirs to Pater's
aestheticism must necessarily engage critically with both Pater and Winckelmann,
and Evangelista explores the reverberations of this critical dialogue into the circles
of such Victorian archaeologists as Jane Harrison and Charles Waldstein, over
whom Winckelmann exerted a deep influence. Harri son's friendships with both
Pater and Lee is important to point out, as aesthetici sm blends into the ranks of
profeSSional archaeology and creates a highly subjective critical language in which
to speak of sculpture, which is deeply indebted to Pater (and Winckelmann through
him). Challenging Winckelmann's limited notion of Greek sculpture - reflected
in Pater's much expanded view of the sculptural in the Greek essays of the 1880s
- takes ever new forms: Vernon Lee's imaginary portraits uDionea" and "A Seeker

10
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of Pagan Perfection," Michael Field's embracing of Nietzsche's theories, and the
nineteenth-century interest in myth and ritual, constitute a strong counterpart to
the orderly antiquarianism ofWinckelmann's History ofAncient Art.
Responses to such eighteenth- and nineteenth-century sculptural icons as the
Apollo Belvedere and the Venus de Milo recur as leitmotifs throughout the book, but
just as importantly, Evangelista stresses the aesthetics of the sculptural fragment
as an absolutely fundamental aspect of Victorian Hellenism. Aestheticism
is in many ways a form of late Romanticism, and the unheard melodies, the
missing stories of ancient Greece, appeal to the visionary nature of the modern
interpreter. As a "discontinuous canon made up of parts, incomplete oeuvres,
mutilated figures, and open endings," "the Greek achievement appears forever
half- realised" (6). Where Winckelmann experiences the fragmentary nature of
Greek sculpture with a sense of loss, as he famously, at the end of his History,
Ariadne-like waves goodbye to the sculpture of the past, Vernon Lee transforms
this sense ofloss into creative energy in her many imaginary portraits, in which
"apparitionality" becomes a method for understanding antiquity (8 1). In her
recent monograph, Second sight (2008) , Catherine Maxwelllikewise explores this
link betvveen the fragmentary and the visionary and its creative manifestation
in the works of Pater and Lee. Indeed, the blending of criticis~ and imaginative
writing, which Lee and Pater develop in close dialogue with one another in the
1880s, is one of the truly innovative literary forms of aestheticism, and it deserves
all the critical focus it is getting in current scholarship. In addition, Evangelista
discusses a fair amount of Victorian literary fragments in his book, as he delves
into early manuscripts by Wilde and several of the unpublished Pater manuscripts
in the Houghton Library, much in need of critical editing and discussion to give
us a much more varied picture of the complexity of Pater's oeuvre.
One aesthete makes his ghostly presence felt in all the chapters, namely John
Addington Symonds, who repeatedly pops up as critical commentator on Pater
and as an even more explicitly critical voice on Vernon Lee, that troublesome
female aesthete with a strong mind of her own, bound to provoke the essentially
misogynistic Symonds. And then, he is there as Wilde's predecessor at Magdalen
College, Oxford, scandalized, dismissed because of his interest in a local choir boy,
but also as the author of the two-volume Studies of the Greek Poets (1873 and
1876), which had such a formative influence on Wilde. As Symonds eats his way
into most of the chapters, I cannot help feeling that he really deserved a chapter
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of his own in Evangelista's book, as that important critic consta ntly on the

edge of aestheticism . Realizing the nature of his sexual identity through his reading
of Plato when still at Harrow, he was both a victim and a creator of Victorian
Hellenism, soon to become the prolific voice from Davos embracing Greek love,

exploring what he though t was the psychopathology of Greek ethics, treating the
Greek plastic sense under one in his integrated discussion of poetry and sculpture
in his Studies ofthe Greek Poets. One of the many recurrent issues in Evangelista's

book is the gendering of classics and of the aesthete, . s he sandwiches the female
aesthetes - Vernon Lee, Katharine Bradley and Edith Cooper - in between
their male counterparts, Pater and Wilde. Talia Schaifer and several others have
recently directed our attention towards the plethora of female aesthetes and their
precarious position in relation to New Women, conventional spinsters, and male
aesthetes, and Evangelista's discuss ion of British aestheticism and ancient Greece

gives a carefully balanced and much-needed picture of the field. Married, the
father of three daughters, coughing away in D avos, while devouring mountains of
the most recent literature, and producing tomes of poetry, criticism, translations,
biographies, and cultural history on Greece and the Renaissance in a mad race
against death, Symonds was a force to be reckoned with in Victorian Hellenism.
H aVing said that, Evangelista's book is a subtle, carefully structured, and textured
contribution to Pater studi es, which positions Pater very firmly as a pivotal figure
in British aestheticism - perhaps not Dionysiac in appearance, but certainly in

effect.
University of Copenhagen

12
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Zachary Beare

Michael Field's Renaissance:
An Examination of Paterian Influence, Gender Play,
and the Use of the Ekphrastic Form in Sight and Song
For some years my work has been done for ~the younger
generation' - not yet knocking at the door, but awaited with
welcome.
Michael Field, "Preface," Under the Bough
Ekphrasis becomes all that is 'other' to the central elucidating
narrative and all that subverts an overriding telos.
Grant Scott, '!he Sculpted U0rd

LTHOUGH OSCAR WILDE IS undoubtedly the best- known
follower of Waiter Pater, two other literary figures influenced by
Pater's work have recently garnered significant critical atten tion.
The work of Katherine Bradley and Edith Cooper, who published under
the pseudonym "Michael Field, n has received an enormous increase in
scholarship over the past tcn years. In terms of Paterian influence, one of
Field's most interesting texts is Sight and Song, the collection of ekphrastic
poetry published in 1892. Criticism of Sight and Song tends to fall into two
categories: critics eith er examine the complex gender and sexual identities
of Bradley and Cooper, or they explore the theoretical issues surrounding
ekphrasis. In this essay, I would like to sugges t reading Sight and Song as
a project of its late-Victorian moment, as emerging from a Paterian
cosmopolitan and transnational tradition. Situating th e collection in this way
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allows one to discern the ways in which the transgress,ive gender and sexual
politics of Bradley and Cooper and the transmedial hermeneutic project
they are engaged in work parallel to each other. Beyond bridging the two
dominant critical readings of the text, however, reading Sight and Song as a
cosmopolitan text reveals the collection's political importance and illuminates
the relationship between burgeoning queer sensibiLities and destabilizations
of national identity at the Jin-de-siecle. Such a reading highlights the
importance of the text to scholars across the disciplines who are interested
in cosmopolitanism, late-Victorian sexuality, and the intersections between
these two fields.
To understand the collection's interdisciplinary appeal, I suggest seeing
it as being constructed through a series of transgressive movements, Sight
a11d Song is a collection of poetry authored by two women using a male
pseudonym; its project is concerned with crossing medial divides; the process
of seeing the subjects of the poems requ ires crossing national boundaries,
Sight and Song's appeal and subversiveness come out of the ways it refuses
fLXity of gender, media, and even national identity, instead favoring more
fluid movements across these divides. Such features situate the collection
within late-Victorian conversations about art, gender, sexuality, and (trans)
nationalism - conversations which continue throughout the twentieth century
and to today.
Although the transgressive movements may present Field's Sight and SOllg
as a pioneering text, it is essential to examine how the collection emerges
from a Paterian tradition. Published only two years before Waiter Pater's
death (1892), Field's Sight and Song is both a continuation of the aesthetic
project Pater began in his Renaissallce and a deviation from his theory of
aesthetic experience. While the transnational and transtemporal sensibility of
the collection, and Field's experimentation with issues of spectators hip and
aesthetic experience, link it to Pater's work, one must examine how the two
projects differ. In "Sight and Song: Transparent Translations and a Manifesto
for the Observer," Ana 1. Parejo Vadillo acknowledges "Field's admiration
for and devotion to Pater's wri tings" but argues that though Field and Pater
shared a "common interest in the figure of the spectator, Field disagreed with
Pater in the way in which the spectator/critic experienced art" (15-16). It
is Sight and Song's preoccupation with translation that most distingUishes
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Field from Pater. In The Renaissance, Pater begins his essay "The School of
Giorgione"by dismissing the notion of translating art. Pater suggests that "[i]t
is the mistake of much popular criticism to regard poetry, music, and painting
- all the various products of art - as but translations into different languages

of one and the same fixed quantity of imaginative thought, supplemented by
certain technical qualities" (130) . Such a statement positions Pater at odds

with the mandate Field outlines in the preface to Sight and Song, which is
"to express not so much what these pictures are to the poet, but rather what
poetry they objectively incarnate" Cv). Such a project is designed to do just
what Pater calls "a mistake" and is constructed on the assumption that forms
of art can be translated across medial divides.

Although it is important to acknowledge and interrogate the differences
between the two texts, it is equally essential to discern the links between Pater's
Renaissance and Field's Sight and Song. Both works constitute journeys across

Europe and across time. Pater's examination of the Renaissance leads him from

medieval France to fifteenth-century Italy and fmally to eighteenth-century
Germany. Similarly, Field's examination of Renaissance art takes Bradley and
Cooper across Europe. The poems in their collection are "translations" of
Renaissance works that hang in major art gall eries in Europe , mainly the

Louvre, the Dresden Gallery, and the National Gallery in London. The works
they "translate" were constructed at various Renaissance moments, and it
is important to acknowledge that in the process of ekphrasis, the paintings'
messages are rearticulated by the poet in the present. Because both texts are
built off of transnational and transtemporal movements, both Pater's series of
essays and Field's collection of poetry suggest that art and aesthetic experience
are, by their nature, cosmopolitan; the collections seem to suggest that there
is something about art and aesthetic experience that transcends national and
temporal boundaries. It is in this way that the relationship between latenineteenth-century aestheticism and destabilizations of national identity
become apparent.

Matthew Potolsky has recently scrutinized this relationship between
aestheticism, decadence, and cosmopolitanism in his essay "The Decadent
Counterpublic." Examining the relationship between the artist and his or
her public, Potolsky argues that "this relationship underlies a cosmopolitan

notion of community that is crucial to the complex political legacy offin-de-
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riecle culture." Poto lsky theorizes that decadence facilitated development of
a "counterpublic sp here," a sort of community of dissident views . He posits
th at "[t]he defining poli tical principle of this [decadent] counterpublic was
its cosmopolitanism. It Even more so than being connected to aes theticist
conceptions of art and aesthetic experience, the cosmopolitan ism of Pater
and Field's texts is political. The reject.ion of nationalism so ccntral to
cosmopolitan ideologies is implicit in the ways that Pater and Field articul ate
art and aesthetic experience as phcnomena that transcend national and
temporal boundaries. Given that their respective texts were written at a time
of Britain's increasing nationalism and colonial power, thc subtleties of how
Pater and Field were engaging in political discoursc about cosmopolitanism
become apparent.
The political and social implications of cosmopolitanism and globalization
are now being examined by queer theorists who link fluid notions of national
identity to conceptions of sexual andgcnder identities .Jon Binnie and Beve rley
Skeggs argue that "[c]osmopolitanism offers the promise of footloose-ness,
against the reactionary nature of place-based identities - a rejection of fIxed
identities" (46). Rejection of fIXed identities is key; it is esse ntial to examine
the relationship between cosmopolitanism and identity construction. The
political implicatio ns of such identity constructi on are further examined by
Binnie in The Globalization of Sexuality, in which he argues th at "the ftxity
of identity and primary loyalty to the nation-state - which lies at the heart
of nationalism, can be threatened by sexual dissidence" (29). Much like
Potolsky, wh o un covers the political nature of decadent co unterpublics and
decadent cosmopolitanisffi, Binnie articulates the political implications of
cosmopoliranism and dissident sexuality and how they counter ideologies of
nationalism. Not only does Sight and Song exist within the reading circle of a
udecadent counterpublic," it is also a tcxt of a burgeoning queer, cosmo politan
counterpubl.ic.
The no tion of a self-constructed and appositional cosmopolitan subject
that Potolsky, Binnie, and Skeggs point to is also impo rtant. Binnie and Skeggs
argue that "[c]entral" to a definition of cosmopolitanisffi "is the understanding
of cul ture as something that can be owned by a person in the making of
themselves, a way of accruing value to themselves as a cosmopoli tan subject "
(41), a proposition th at acknowledges the cultural capital accompanying such
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identity construction. Such cultural cap ital facilitates political and critical
agency and allows critics and artists to make transgressive sexual, gender,
political, and artistic moves. This possession of political and critical agency
is central to the reason 1 am arguing that Sight and Song needs to be situated
within a cosmopolitan framework. Binnic and Skeggs suggest that "to be
cosmopolitan one has to have access to a particular form of kn owledge, [and
to bel able to appropriate and know the other and generate authority from
this knowing" (42) . This is what Bradley and Cooper do when they take the
pseudonym of "Michael Field": they appropriate an Other, a male au thorial
voice, and use this vo ice to publish. Even after Robert Browning exposed
their use of a shared nom de plume in 1884, Bradley and Cooper continued
to use it. In "Michael Field: Gender Knot," Katharine Pionke suggests that

Bradley and Cooper persisted in publishing under Michael Field "because
the name 'Michael Field' had become a personal name, rather than merely
a pseudonym" and that "the name was an intrinsic part of who they were"
(24) . Pionke also asserts "to work in a man's world, Katherine and Edith had,
in part, to act or be like men" (25), hinting at the cultural capital associated
with this com plex identity. The appropriation of the voice of an Other
allowed Bradley and Cooper to "work in a man's world" and be who they
"had to be" in order to be successful literary figures. Beyond just a practical
necessity, Bradley and Cooper's choice to co ntinue publishing under the
name IIMichael Field" should be considered as being even more important,
even more subversive. When they published under their pseudonym after its
exposure, they were engaging in a type of public transgendcred display. I say
public because reviews of Sight and Song printed at the time of the collection's
publication used both the male name "Michael Field" and female pronouns
to talk about the authors and their work. This allowed for complications of
gender identity to be presented in the periodical press for a wide aud ience to
read. Such a juxtaposition of male name and female pronouns surely affected
the consciousness of readers at the time, highlighting gender's complexity
and instability.
Bradley and Cooper asserted power in both the gesture of adopting
their pseudonym and choosing to retain it after its pseudonymic use had
been exposed. A s Pionke argues, "naming oneself, or assumi ng a name that
has been bestowed upon oneself, allows one to claim own ership over one's
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identity" (26) . Bradley and Cooper's use of the pseudonym served as a way
for the two writers to claim the agency to determine, in part, how the world
would see them . Rather than seeking to change the external signifiers of
their gender identity, BradIey and Cooper were interested in complicating
gender identity through the use of language; by complicating it in this way,
they began articulating a burgeoning idea of queerness that was not so tied to
binary conceptions of gender.
The complexity of Bradley and Cooper's gendered authorsh ip also
manifests itself within their poetry. The first stanza of " Venus, Mercury, and
Cupid" can be read in terms of the collection's authorship and hermeneutic
project:
H ere we have the lovely masque
Of a Venus, in the braid
Of bright oak-boughs, come to ask
Hermes will he give a task
To the little lad beside her,
Who half hides and half doth guide her. (1-6)
Although it is a description of Correggio's painting, I read this stanza as an
embedded discussion of authorship. Venus, the embodiment of femininity
and womanhood, can be seen as representing Brad ley and Cooper; Cupid,
the "l ittle lad beside her / Who half hides and half doth guide her" (5-6),
their pseudonym "Michael Field ." In much the same way that Cupid is an
extension (is birthed out of) Venus, "Michael Field" is broug ht into existence
through Bradley and Cooper. Thus the pseudonym both "hides" and "guides"
Bradley and Cooper. The rhetorical function of H ermes is also important. As
the messenger god, Hermes is charged with the task of translation, a task that
Field (and by extension, Bradley and Cooper) take up with their ekphrastic
project. It is also important to note that although Corrcggio uses the Rom an
name "M ercury,1t Field's poem chooses the Greek "Hermes." This play with
names parallels the authors' own choice to employ a different name.
When Bradley and Cooper finally abandoned thei r pseudonym in 1905
with the publication of Borgia, they did not return to using their legal names.
Instead, they published Borgia anonymously and attributed subsequent
work to "the author of Borgia ." In Tbe Globalization of Sexuality, Binnie

,.
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acknowledges that "questions of authority and reflexivity routinely come
into play in discussions of sexuality and globaliza tion" (4). The cosmopolitan
nature of Bradley and Coopeer's collection, the gendering of their authorship,
and the way that ge ndering manifests itself within the poetry, suggest such
reflexivity.

Although they may appear unrelated, the gendering of Bradley and
Cooper's authorship and the personal and social transgressions associated
with such gendered authorship are closely tied to Michael Field's hermeneutic
project, the trans lation of image into verse. In his preface to The Sculpted
Word, Grant Scott questions the ideological implications of ekphrasis: "Why
is ekphrasis more frequently seen as a transgression than a crossing or joining?
What is it abou t the border between word and the image that seems so
dangerous?" (xii). Scott cites that "everywhere in ekphrastic studies [one]
encounter[s] the language of subterfuge, of conspiracy; there is something
taboo about moving across media, even as there is something profoundly
Iiberating"{xiii) . The taboo nature of the ge nre and the suggestion of liberation
are both crucial. Scott goes on to answer his own question, suggesting that "to
write an ekphrasis . .. is to summon a whole host of psychological issues that
have less to do with aesthetics than with anxieties over such issues as cultural
heritage, poetic tradition, and gender identity" (xiii) . Anxieties concerning
cultural heritage and gender heritage are especially related to Field's project.
In "Looking Strategically,"}ill Ehnenn discusses how Field often "downplay[s]
the male subjects usually read .. . instead drawing the spectato r's attention to
the female elements in the periphery of the paintings," a move rhat challenges
both cultural and gender heritage (80). "Treading the Press," a poem noted
by Ehnenn, seems especially powerful in terms of the way it rescripts
Benozzo Gozzoli 's Drunkenness of Noah , downplaying the male subjects and
emphasizing the female. As Ehnenn notes, N oah is "strikingly absent" from
the poem; rather than "a Biblical story about a patriarch's wrathful curse," the
poem presents "a charming scene about a happy community of women" (80).
F ield not only gives a narrative to these female figures from the background,
the speaker's attention to hair, clothes, and "white, curving napes" (3)
sexualizes these figure s and turns them into objects of a spectator's gaze.
The complicated {multi)gendering of the authors hip creates an ambiguously
ge ndered spectator. It opens up the pOSSibility of an eroticized lesbian gaze
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and even a transgendered gaze.
Scort argues that "when we become ekphrastics, we begin to act out what
is forbidden and incestuous; we traverse borders with a strange hush" (xii).
Scott's words are revealing of the social and political implications of Field's
ekphrastic project. Scort's articulation of ekphrasis as an act that is "forbidden
and incestuous" cannot help but remind the reader of Bradley and Cooper's
own incestuous lesbian relationship. Also, Scott's repeated references to
"travers [ing] borders"parallels the actual geographi c border crossings involved
in the research for the writing of Sight alld SOllg.
Beyond the political importance of the gendering of Field's authorship,
the gender boundary crossings involved in the genre of ekphrasis must be
noted.James Heffernan discusses the topics of gender and translation involved
in ekphras tic poetry in Museum of Words, remarking that "ekphrasis manifests
the antagonism of word and image" and th at "when the conflict between the
two becomes a conflict between narrat.ive and stasis ... [one] can read this
conversion in terms of gende r: the male as agent of narrative overcoming the
female as image as fIxed and Hxating object of desire" (109). By implication,
when Bradley and Cooper write their ekphrasis, they are also moving between
genres whic h have been gende red by criti cs. At th e same time that Bradley
and Cooper are using a male pseudonym to wri te, they are also adopting a
genre typically conceived of as masculine, poetry, an d they use thi s masculine
genre in o rd er to translate the message of a form of art, which is typically
scripted as feminine, Renaissance paintings. The way in wh ich they describe
their poems as translations, however, suggests that there is a fluid relationship
between the two. By showing how one medium can easily be translated into
another, Bradley and Cooper also hint at the fluidity of gender identity. Thus
Bradley and Cooper's play wi th language, with form, and with the gendering
of their au thorship are all connected, allied wi th the process of employing
typically Other voices in order to complicate conceptions of gender, sexuality,
and national identity.
Situating the collection within its cosmopolitan framework allows one
to see how this impressive cultural text both pulls from and challenges critics
like Pater, and showcases how Field's text plays with social in stitutions like
ge nder, sexuality, and national identity at thejin -de-sicc!e. Perhaps this is why
it is so important to examine the connection between Bradley and Cooper's use
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of ekphrasis and the collection's over-arching political and social sensibilities.
Such a reading highlights the collection's potential political and social power.
Considering the socio-political importance of ekphrasis. Scott argues that
"ekphrasis becomes all that is 'other' to the central elucidating narrative and
all that subverts an overriding te/os" (34). Furthermore, Scott draws attention
to the way in which ekphrasis is invested in subverting dominant worldviews.
Scatt's observation could function as a summation of the entire project of
Field's Sight and Song. The latte r deliberately plays with all that is Other.
Bradley and Cooper literally assume the position of Other to write their
collection; as Scatt argues, the form of artistic expression that they choose
works by breaking down the binary between image and text, between sight
and song, exposing an interrelation between media and between genders at
the same time. The play with media, with gender, and with art as a national
construct all work together in Field's text, and this playful attitude towards
these social institutions works to subvert, to question, and to de stabilize the
intensely engrained cultural beliefs about these institutions. It is in this way
that Field's collection challenges dominant metanarratives, blurs lines, and
crosses boundaries - building from and expanding on Pater's cosmopolitanism
and celebrating a fluid sense of art and identity that is at once before its time
and also uniquely situated as part of the political and social potential of its
late-Victorian moment.
W est e rn Wa shington University
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Yannis Kanarakis

The Stoic Cosmopolitanism of Marius the Epicurean
and its Historical Implications

ESPITE THE FACT THAT Pater did not travel much
during his lifetime, l his work is permeated by a certain kind of
cosmopolitanism . He writes extensively about different cultures
and countries, and, as is well known, his sources of influence ace basically
non-British. Furthermore, his works persistently advocate Hellenism as the
substratum and the cohesive force of a tradition that most Europeans shared
as bearers of a huge cultural commonwealth. In "Winckelmann" (1867), one
of his early works, he even calls ancient Greek culture "the eternal basis of
all religions" (129) , "destined to become the permanent element of religious
life" (130). This "universal pagan sentiment" (129) that Hellenism expresses,
and the moral cosmopolitanism it invokes, is years later readdressed in his
historical novel Marius the Epicurean (1885), where Pater fully elaborates on
the notion and its moral implications.
Drawing on the long tradition of what Dhal terms the "early Christian
novel" (2-3),' and the trend of establishing analogies between Antonine Rome
and Victorian England, which, as Rosenblatt asserts, was "very much in the
air" during the 1870s and 1880s (245-7), Pater presents his views through a
historical displacement, that of second century AD Rome, acknowledging
in a cosmopolitan tone that "[t]hat age and our own have much in common
- many difficulties and hopes. Let the reader pardon me if here and there
I seem to be passing from Marius to his modern representatives - from
Rome, to Paris or London" (11: 14). Actually, as Pater confesses in a letter,
he established this analogy between the two eras in order to elaborate in an
implicit way on the possibility of religion in the late nineteenth century. Given
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that Pater's discussion of cosmopolitan ism is delivered in the novel through
the historical guise of Stoicism, I will juxtapose in this paper his illustration
of the ancient philosophical movement with various late nineteenth-century
representations of it, in order to shed light on the relation that he establishes
between Stoic cosmopolitanism and religious belief in his own century.
Stoicism,founded in Athens in the third century BC by Zeno, soon became
one of th e most dominant philosophical schools of the Hellenistic period
(Zerffi II: 306). Despite its widespread predominance, however, Stoicism was
- and actually still is - systematically considered in terms of its relation to the
doctrine over which it prevailed, Epicureanism, or its precursor, Cyrenaicism.
Accordingly, Pater meticulously dramatizes in his novel the historical conflict
between these two philosophical movements through his protagonist's
transition from Epicureanism to Stoicism, which occupies the larges t part
of the book. Marius is initially attracted to the Cyrenaic " ~ov6Xpovo<; 'i.sov~
of Aristippus - the pleasure of the ideal present, of the mystic now" (ME I:
154) by its emphasis on "direct sensation" (ME 1:139), its "renunciation" "of
metap hysical enqu iry itself" (ME I: 140), and its consequentialism that judges
everything according to its "actual and ulterior res ult" (ME I: 136), which he
later on abandons in favor of Stoicism. Unlike Epicureanism, Stoicism exalts
the "Order of divine Reason" (ME I: 197), moral "asceticism" (ME I: 191),
and disciplined will (ME II: 38); it proclaims "the intrinsic valueless ness of
pleasure" (29), as Sidwick claimed in "Hedonism and the Ul timate Good"
(1877), since, as Pollock put it in "Marcus Aurelius and the Stoic Philosophy"
(1879), "th e mind that learns to recog nize a fIxed order in the changing
appearances of the world also learns to take a certain intellectual pleasure in
that order considered in itself, apart from the pleasurable or useful character
of its operations in the particular effect" (50).
The Stoic idea, nevertheless, that makes the deepest impressio n on Marius
is the notion of cosmopolitanism, the substitutio n of Aristotle's conception
of man as a "1tOAtnK6v ~wov" with the "K01VOlV1KOV" (Pollock 62), which
basically invokes a profo und form of humanism: "[tlhe idea of humanity is
essentially Stoic; to work for the good of humanity was a Stoic precept; and
to sacrifice one's own pleasure for that higher good is a virtue which would
have satisfied the most rigorous demands of a Cleanthes, an Epi ctetus, or an
Aurelius" (Benn 249). In a similar fashion , Marius is fascinated with M arcus
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Aurelius' spirit "of equity - of charity," with his "consideration of mankind

at large, of great bodies, aggregates and generalities" (ME I : 217), which
makes him ac kn owledge that "[6J K6a~0, waav E! n6Al, EaT!v - the world
is as it were a commonwealth, a city: and there are obser vances, custom s,

usages, ac tually curren t in it, things our friends and companions will expect
of us, as the condition of our living th ere were with them at ali, as really th e

peers or fellow-citizen s" (ME Il: 9). It is precisely this cosmopolitan idea of
"humanity" that subsequen tly leads Marius to a vision of an ideal community.
Marius's epiphany, in which he realizes that "will" might be "an organ of

knowledge, of vision" (ME Il: 65), is, acco rdingly, followed by the idea of
"[clompanionship" (ME I1: 67): "lilt was like the break of day over some vast
prospect with th e (new city,' as it were some celestial New Rome, in the midst
of it" (ME Il: 70).
This "New Rome" has nothing to do with the rural setting of Pisa, where
M arius becomes familiar with Cyrenaicism, but it rather draws its inspiration
from Stoic Rome, which Pater sketches in terms of a modern cosmopolitan
city, in which "fashionable people," with their "frizzled heads" then "a la mode,"

"were busy shop ping" (ME I: 175) and amusing themselves with a "chTonique
scandaleuse" (ME I: 176) and where "tal blending of all the religions of the
ancient world had been accomplished" (ME I: 184). The implicit historical
displacement that the urba nized setting of Rome invokes is actually indicative
of the analogy Pater establishes between Antonine Rome and the Victorian
present since, as we shall see, it provides the background against which Pater
draws his correspond in g lines in order to stage his relig io us suggestion for his
contemporaries. Pater was not alone in considering Stoicism as being evocative
of the late nineteenth century. The very SOciopolitical conditions that gave
birth to the ancient philosophical movement rem inded many Victorians of
th eir own historical present. A ccordi ng to Pollock, Stoic cosmopolitan ism
could be attributed, in a way that might as well account for nineteenth century cosmopolitan ism, to the "social and politi cal circumstances of the
time, and in particular the decay of local independence, and therewith of the
old Greek patriotism, coinciding with a great enlargement of commerce and
intercourse between different parts of the world" (52).
Both ancient and modern cosmopolitan ism, however, are offshoots of
a wid er ideo logical system to which these sociopoli ti cal condi tio ns in both
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cases gave rise. Taking a closer look at the way Stoic cosmopolitanism is
portrayed in the writings of Pater's contemporaries, we notice that it is
principally illustrated in an idiom that suggests nineteenth-century moral
idealism. While discussing "idealist moralists of ancient and modern times,"
Otto Pfleiderer in 1896 considers, among others, Plato, the Stoics, and Kan t
(463) . Similarly, idealist notions of the "kingly" dominion of mind, as Marius
put it, of transcendental reason, of absolute duty, of free will, of cosmopo litan
hum an ism, the conception of the world as "a product of reason," are regarded
by Pollock as having been derived from the "anthropocentric" moral formula
of Stoici sm (54). Eventually, its primordial form of "teleology" made the
Victorians consider the Stoics "greater idealists than either Plato or the
commentators of Ecclesiastes," as Zerffi put it in 1877 (11 : 306). Benn
claims that moral idealism was "demonstrably of Greek origin, and fou nd its
most elaborate [ ... ] expression in Stoicism" (247-248) . Likewise, in Marius,
Pater repeatedly links Marcus Aurelius to Plato (ME I: 200-201, II: 57),
and presents the Stoic maxim of the autonomous will through an explicitly
idealist discourse in "The Will as Vision" chapter.
Such pervasive allusion to Stoicism, and by impli cation idealism, is
not accidental but rather sym ptomatic of the intellectual climate of the
last quarter of the nineteenth century, a climate that Pater fascinatingly
encapsulates in hi s novel through the conflict between Ep icurean hedonism
and moral Stoicism. In the 1870s and 1880s, positivism "converged with
naturalism" (Den Otter 53), making the scientific discourse penetrate the
cultural imaginary to the extent of solidifYi ng itself as the prevalent ethical
code. The utilitarian program, with its emphasis on empirical "facts," which
was regarded as a new form of hedonism since it was firmly rooted in
Epicurean philosophy, as J. S. Mill acknowledged, was paradigmatiC of this
shift. This cultural dominance, nevertheless, soon triggered discomfort and
a series of protests. Even H enry Sidwick, the utilitarian, when reviewing
in 1879 Guyau's La Morale d' Epicure, acknowledges that "Epicureanism"
was "egoistic in form" (583). In 1885, while also attacking utilitarian ethics,
Ras hdall reacts against the attempt to make "Ethics a department of Biology"
(204). M atthew Arnold's illustration of Marcus Aureli us in his influential
article is, right from the start, critical of ]. S. Mill's eth ics; thus Arnold
impliCitly upholds Stoic moralism against utilitarianism. Furthermore, in
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1884, in his introduction to the Prolegomena to Ethics, T. H. Green attacks
hedonist doctrines old and new for being "anachronistic," and as partially
promoting self- interest rather than mutualism, by limiting the individual's
scope of interests solely to pleasure seeking and discarding the ideal of selfrealization. H ence "Green's Stoicism," according to Rashdall (208). Similarly,
after coming into contact with Stoicism, Marius gradually acknowledge s that
hi s Epicureanism is "one of those subjective and partial ideals, based on vivid,
because limited, apprehension of the truth of one aspect of experience" (ME
II : 15), which involves a certain amount of "vulgar ego tism" (ME II: 20).
This form of protest was ideologically sanctioned by th e movement of
British idealism, which was at the time steadily rising to prominence, and
which had as its source ofinspiration Continental philosophy; hence its strong
appeal to cosmopolitanism so as to counterbalance native empiricism, upon
wh ich utilitarianism was firmly rooted, and the threat of a foreign intrusion.
The spread of British idealism and the Reform A ct o£1 884 eventually led to
the dissemination of collectivism and welfarism, to the vision of the world as
a "city"; what Pater in his novel implicitly refers to as "Stoic humanism," or
"cos mopolitanism. "This was a time when the early laissez-faire, individualistic
mentality was overshadowed by a consideration of the role and the fate of the
social tissue as a whole. This was a time which "finds us all, to the dismay
of the old- fashioned individualist, thinking in communities," as the Fabian
Sidney W ebb stated (qtd. in Leighton 233); or as Mackenzie argued in 1895,
"in an age like ours, in which social claims are paramount, it is the egoistic
side that can mostly be set aside" (274).
Indicative of this nineteenth-century appeal to "Stoic" duty and absolute
moral law as a means of surmounting the limitations of individual pleasure
seeking was also th e prevalence at Oxford, from 1870 to 1940, of the "formal
philoso phy of duty," which was firml y based on Green's Kantianism, as Jenks
confirms (484-85). As Q\Iinton puts it, the rise of British idealism, very much
like Stoicism, responded to "the need for a politics of social responsibility to
set against the triumphant laissez-faire, of political altruism to counter the
idea that uninhibited competition between self-interested individuals was the
indispensable engine of human progress" (127). Idealism, thus, very much
like Stoicism, had brought "something distinctively Semitic to Athens - a
sense of sin, of duty and obedience to a moral order independent of man"
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(Raymer 98), which drew attention to "th e rigid bounds set by duty and
natural law [ ... ] [and] laid emphasis upon harmony with ge neral principles
derived fro m without" (C . M. Williams 80). Acco rdingly, Marius realizes that
a "general principle" is required "over and above such practical rectitude, thus
determined by natural affection or self-love or fear" (ME 1I: 9). Cyrenaicism
is thus replaced by "the clearest, the fullest, the weightiest principle of moral
action; a principle under which one mig ht subsume men's most strenuous
effo rts after righteous ness" (ME II: 9). Such "rig hteousness" actually involved
the offsetting of Epicurean "egoism,"" its narrow selfishness" and self-interest
(C . M . Williams 86) through the espousal of a wider, a mo re inclusive, a more
cosmopolitan vis io n of humanism and the duties and responsibilities that it
instilled.
Marius's initjal attraction to Stoicism is nevertheless soon replaced by
disillusionment and disappointment, providing us also with a critique of
idealist cosmopolitanism. The sadness and melancholy implicit in the Stoic
stance (ME II : 48), its "detachment" (ME ll: 36), Aurelius's "apathy" and
"indifference" (ME I : 240), which even "amounted to a tolerance of evil"
(ME ll: 51) , leave Marius wondering how "[c]ould there be Cosmos, that
wonderful, reasonable order in him, and nothing but disorder in the world
without?" (ME ll: 39) - invoking an issue th at Arnold also addresses in his
article, the emperor's "ineffectuality" (220). Such "ineffectuality" involved,
after all, the emperor's typical "Stoic manner," that is, "to care for people in
inverse proportion to their nearness to him," which "has sometimes been the
result of Stoic cosmopolitan ism" (ME I: 217). Aurelius's apathy in the arena
scene, in which slaves are slaughtered, could, thus, be also read as Pater's
critique of nineteenth-century cosmopolitan humanism, which hypocritically
evangeljzed its ideals while at the same time ideologically serving the Empire's
colo ni zing policies as well.
All of this makes Marius realize that Stoic humanism is "temperate,"
"tranquilizi ng," and "mediocre" (ME I: 229). Such mediocre humanism also
involves Stoic contempt for the body, the Stoic "sacrifice of the body to the
soul"because it eventually signals a replacement of the "heart"by the "intellect"
(ME I: 241). Thi s Stoic "i ntellectual abstraction" (ME 11: 12) makes Marius
eve ntually realize that what is needed is a "heart" (ME I: 242-3 ). In 1899, F.
A. H enry al so claims th at "[t]he element of feeling" is excluded from idealist
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considerations because it is presumed to be "contingent and variable" (86).
Similarly, while referring to Green's reading of Kantian mo rality, Sidwick
addresses in 1884 the "Stoical contempt for attendant pleasures and pains"
(117) as expressed in the idealist contrast between "moral good" and "the
impulse of the animal soul" ("Ethics" 174). This is preCisely why Henry terms
idealism a "purely rational science" (73) .

It is precisely in this that Stoicism, for Marius, just like Cyrenaicism, is
unable to encompass fully traditional morality and religious belief. Aurelius's
lack of"heart"j s, for Marius, predominantly manifested in the 'Imodernization"

of religion that the emperor achieves (ME J: 182) through his attempt to
convert his people to "philosophic fai th" (ME J: 183), which assumes, as
M arius notes, umuch of what we conceive to be the relig ious character" (ME
J: 183):
The ideas of stoicism, so precious to Marcus Aurelius, ideas
of large generalization, have sometimes induced in those
over whose intellects they have had real power, a coldness
of heart [ ... ]. Those vasty conceptions of the later Greek
philoso phy had in them, in truth, the germ of a sort of
austere ly opinionative 'natural theology,' and how often has
that led to religious dryness - a hard contempt of everything
in religion, whi ch touches the senses, or charms the fancy, or
really concerns the affections. (ME H: 41-2)

ConSidering this form of "natural theology," Knoepflmacher claims that
M arcus Aurelius's Stoicism allows Pater to "scrutinize the contemporary
'religions of Humani ty' of Victorian agnosticism" (142). Yet, in his
consideration of Stoicism, Pater's focus is not on Victorian agnosticism, on
th e positivist impact of the "creed of science" on religion, but rather, as I see it,
on the rationalizing effect and secularization that idealist speculatio n exerted
on religious thought. Benn proclaimed in 1882 that the rationalization of
religious feeling could be traced back to Stoicism, which he linked to "that
intimate association of naturalism with theology whi ch meets us again in
the philosophy of the last century" (248) . Likewise, through Stoicism,
which is Pater's historical analogue of ideali sm, the Oxford don is actually
"scrutinizing" the rationalizing effect that idealism exerts on religion and
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ethics in general. Zerffi complains that through idealism "we arrive at a
mathematical conviction of God" (UKant" 85), since religion for the idealists
is nothing but "logical thought concerning God," ultimately depriving it of
its "vitality" (Colvin 81). In a manner similar to Arnold and Pater, Henry
juxtaposes this "Stoic" deprivation of vitality to the Christian discourse of
emotion, which "went directly to the heart of man" (85).
By criticizing Stoicism, and by implication nineteenth-century idealism,
Pater is actually envisioning another form of cosmopolitan humanism, which
is suggested by what early Christianity symbolically stands for in the novel.
This vision involves an ideal-without abstractions and rationalizations, where
the "heart"would occupy the central role so as to avoid any "tolerance of evil."
Taking into consideration the fact that Marius's fascination with Christianity
is predominantly due to the aesthetic attraction that it exerts on him, it
becomes clear that Pater's vision is basically an aesthetic one. Humanism
would thus be achieved through the senses and artistic cultivation, generating
"Cosmos," a beautified order in Greek, in which people, utilizing the universal
substratum of their mental faculties, would refrain from harming their fellow
citizens on grounds of the ugliness of such a deed. In this sense Pater's
cosmopolitan humanism, with its aesthetic bias, can be seen as a precursor of
the Fabians by establishing, just like Bernard Shaw in "The Economic Basis
of Socialism," "disgust as a motive for redistribution - the aesthetic basis of
economic distribution," as Regenia Gagnier states while commenting on the
"aesthetic impulse" that most of the Fabian Essays of 1889 shared.
Aristotle University ofThessaloniki

NOTES
1. He visited Dresden in 1862; Ravenna, Florence, and Pisa in 1865; Normandy, Brittany and the Loire
in 1877; Rome in 1882; Milan, Bergamo, and Brescia in 1889; Florence in 1891.
2. For a full exploration of this subgcnrc of the historical novel see Dahl and Louise M. Rosenblatt.
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Dustin Friedman

Paterian Cosmopolitanism :
Euphemism , Negativi t y, and Genre in

Marius t h e Epicurean

o

ANYONE LO O KING TO PLAC E MariUJ the Epicurean: His

Sensations and Ideas (1885) in the context of nineteenth-century

intellectual history, the figure of M atthew Arnold looms large. Traces of
Arnold's essays such as "M arcus Aurelius" (1863), "Pagan and Medieval Religious
Sentiment" (1864), and Culture and Anarchy (1867-68) can be found throughout
Pater's novel, which narrates the intellectual and spiritual development of an

aesthetically inclined young man during the last days of the Roman Empire
under the reign of Marcus Aurelius (161-180 CE). This is, perhaps, not especially
remarkable. Along with John Ruskin, Arnold was one of the most influential
and widely read aesthetic and social critics of the mid -Victorian era. In addition,
he stood as the latest representative of a British critical tradition which, under

the influence of German idealist thought, established the literary intellectual's
preeminent role in English society - the critical tradition that Pater, well versed in

the German philosophy then de rigeur in Benjamin Jowett's Oxford, consciously
sought to enter.!

Most descriptions of Arnold's influence on Pater emphasize the shift from
an objective to a subjective or "impressioni stic" form of criticism, encapsulated by
Pater's transformation of Arnold's famous assertion in "The Function of Criticism

at the Present Time" (1864) that the aim of the critic was "[tlo see the object as in
itself it really is" into the question asked in '!he R enaissance (1873), U[w]hat is this
song or picture, this engaging personality presented in life or in a book, to me?"
ReceNtly, however, Amanda Anderson has revised this standard account by calling
attention to the subjective elements already present within Arnold's writing. She
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notes Arnold's statement in the 1864 essay that criticism can be understood as

"the 'free play' of the mind upon convention or customary ideas," and characterizes
this free play as a "constant movement and even a kind of restless negative energy"
that Arnold celebrates "as 'a pleasure in itself,' a formulation that anticipates the

tenets of the Aesthetic Movement."2

I t is within this dialectical tension between the objective and the subjective that
she finds Arnold's somewhat paradoxical understanding of "cosmopolitanism,"
w hich Anderson equates with Victorian society's general ambivalence regarding

the creation and maintenance of a "distanced" perspective toward one's own

culture. According to Anderson, Arnold attempted to imbue this distanced critical
perspective with an ethical dimension advocating for "the subjective enactment
or embodiment of forms of universality." This necessarily "value-laden valueneutrality" stands, for Anderson, as "one key instance of the nineteenth-century
approach to detachment as an ongoing achievement: as something that cannot
simply be presumed or asserted but rather must emerge out of concrete practices,

guided by shaping aspirations, and intimately linked to the crafting of character
and moral selfhood. "3 This tension finds its most characteristic articulation in

the privileged place that race and cultural heritage play in
Arnold's obsessions with the modern project of achieving
psychological, moral, and cultural distance from the 'given.'

Arnold is drawn to and wants to believe in the possibility of
transforrn ative and critical relations to what he construes as

natural racial forces, but he is also haunted by the fact that such
forces are starkly determining.4
Anderson's account ofArnold's contradictory cosmopolitanisrn is characteristic

of a large body of critical work that has focused on the central importance of racial
thinking in Arnold's oeuvre.s For students of Pater, this is of great interest, because
of the conspicuous absence of racial discourse in his writings . Although he does
not hesitate to describe the characteristics of various nationalities, Pater avoids
any discussion of the various racial typologies (Celtic and Germanic, Hebrew

and Hellene) that structure Arnoldian cultural criticism.' While Anderson
views the relati onship between Pater and Arnold to be one of revision rather
than rejection, in which "Pater elevates stance itself as a value" whilc "Arnold
promotes a particular kind of stance, o nc that can reconcile the objective
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and the subj ective, the universal and the particular," she does not provide an
explanation for the lack of racialist statements in Pater's writings. 7 G iven the
determinate role race plays within Arnold's ambivalent cosmopoUtanism, the
relationship between Pater's celebration of the subjective and the paucity of race
thinking in his cultura1 criticism surely demands our attention.
Pater's apparent lack of interest in racial categories is even more remarkable
when one considers the immense influence of anthropologist E. B. Tylor on
his work' Beginning with the essay on "Wordsworth" (1874) and continuing
through Plato alld Platonism (1893; the last volume he published during his
lifetime), Pater was preoccupied with the notion of primitive "survivals," which
Tylor defined as "things that were originally rational in motive" that have become
umeaningless or absurd as they persist [ ... ] by the sheer force of conservatism into
a new intellectual context.''''' This fundam ental concept grounded Tylor's explicitly
hierarchical theory of race, which posited the existence of uprimitive" races that
persist in the forn~s ofUsavage" or "barbaric" culture that Western society had since
evolved beyond."
Within this inteUectual context, it is reasonable to ask how it was possible for
Pater to absorb the insights of Arnold and Tylor without becoming preoccupied
with racialist accounts of culture. I believe that the answer lies in his development
of a critical discourse that Rebecca Walkowitz has recently called "cosmopolitan
style," a form of writing that, in her view, calls into question "epistemological
privilege" and the assumption that there exists "a consistent distinction between
who is seeing and what is being seen.lilt To readers of Marius the Epicurean, this
style is known by the name of "Euphuism."
Pater describes "Euphuism," as "the always and increaSingly artificial"
literary style that is "manifested in every age in which the literary conscious has
been awakened to forgotten duties towards language, towards the instruments
of expression."12 Discussions of Paterian Euphuism have long been dominated
by Linda Dowling's influential analysis of his reaction to the "new philology"
and its subversion of the notion that moral and social order bases itself upon a
divinely ordained linguistic order. Yet while D owling correctly calls attention to
post-philological self-awareness of Pater's writing, her claim that he rejected the
Anglo-German idealist critical tradition exemplified by Coleridge's importation
of Kant into British cultural critique is unsupported by Pater's own discussion of
Euphuistic style in M arius. 13
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In this essay,I argue that Pater's Euphuism relies upon the insights of idealist
philosophy in order to articulate a theory of "cosmopolitan style." Specifically,
Pater draws upon a disparate number of culrural discourses in his articulation of
Euphuism while simultaneously subjecting those discourses to an intensely
self- reflexive process of questioning and scrutiny, performing what G . W . F.
Hegel famously called "the labor of the negative" upon his own theory of literary
style. By doing so, Paterian Euphuism fundamentally disrupts the logic that
underlies any cultura! category that threatens to become solidified or essentialized.
In Mariu" these categories not only include Arnold and Tylor's racial thinking,
but also the literary form of the historical novel.
Walkowitz's concept of cosmopolitan style can help us to understand the
relationship between Pater's investigation of literary form and his critique of
th e conceptual categories that underwrite racial, gender, and national political

discourse. Specifically, she identifies cosmopolitan style as an aspect of literary
modernism's "critical cosmopoli tanism" - a theoretical project that (similar to

Pater's writings) seeks to "supplement and in some ways contest"Kant's injunction
to reflect upon and demystity the intellectual and social categories that organize
human experience. Critical cosmopolitanism "implies a new reflection on
reflection,"seeking "to pOSition knowledge in history, to investigate the social
uses of knowledge, and to evaluate the political interests that knowledge has
served," while also extend ing "the investiga tion of categories that seem to be
neutral to the affective conditions [ .. . ] that have seemed to make argument
or engagement possible." 14 Cosmopolitan style, therefore, concerns itself
"with the need both to transform and to disable social categories" by calling
attention to the process of literary description, which includes in its purview
"what ought to be described, on the one hand, and the social conditions and
political consequences of description, on the other."IS 1his descriptive selfconsciousness calls attention to "the conventions of writing, which determine
how arguments are made, how words can be used, and even which comparisons
are relevant and which irrelevant or impertinent," all of which shape how the
national and international political order is understood both intellectually and
affectively.16 Cosmopolitan style denaturalizes the process of literary description,
thereby rendering the political investments of literary convention legible, and
consequently, potentially malleable.
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This specifically "modernist"form of cosmopolitanism, influenced by "changes
in the study of culture in the late nineteenth centu ry," such as the advent of modern
anthropology, "assumes more integration among cultures and less uniformity
within them" than the Victorian cosmopolitanism of a figure such as Arnold,
which Anderson characterizes as promoting detachment from a definitive nation
or community.17 yet while Anderson enfolds th e aesthetic writings of Pater and
Wilde into her definition of Victorian cosmopolitanism, Walkowitz stresses
the continuities between the "new analysis of perception and alternative tones of
political consciousness among early modernist writers" and "the syncretic but lessthan - national tradition of cosmopolitanism [ ... ] which is often associated
with aestheticism, dandyism, and jlimerie at the fin de siecle. " She emphasizes
this "association betwe en cosmopolitanism and the late -Victorian tradition
of aesthetic decadence, a repertoire of excessive and purposefully deviant
cultural strategies whose values include pleasure, consumption, syn cretism,
and perversity, " because it "amplifies the place of transience and artificiality
within models of national culture and transnational mobility. illS
Cosmopolitan, perverse, and artificial were precisely the qualities associated
with Euphuism in the mid-nineteenth century. As Lene 0stermark-Johansen
has noted in her extensive research into Euphuism in late-Victorian England,
"charges of foreignness, effeminacy, and of a false fo cus on manner rather than '
matter were frequently raised against such writers as Swinburne, Rossetti,
and Pater, and the term 'Euphuism' was invoked to illustrate the ridiculous
extremes to which such concern with verbal ornament could be taken."1 9 The
word "Euphuism" derives from two popular romances written by John Lyly in the
early modern period, Euphues: The Anatomy of Wit (15 78) and Euphue, and
H i, England (1580). These tales, both of which made use of a highly ornate
prose style that partook of literary devices commonly associa ted with poetry
(such an alliteratio n, simile, and antithes is) became extremely popular during
th e Elizabethan era and into the early seventeenth century, before precipitously
falling out of fashion for well over two hundred years. 0stermark-Johansen traces
the Victori an revival of interest in Euphuistic style to John M orley's 1861 review
of Fairhold's new edition of Lyly's dramatic works. She argues that "the hidden
agenda ofMorley's review was to launch a debate about prose style in general and
thu s to give a far wider meaning to the term 'Euphuism. '" Morley offered this
as a conclusion: "By the fate, then, of the writers who have flattered fashion
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and are read no morc, let modern Euphuists be warned. Nothing is lasting
that is feigned ."2O
"Euphuism" soon became associated with the ornate, complex, and selfconsciously artificial style of writers associated with the aesthetic movement.

For example, 0stermark-Johansen cites John Addington Symonds's declaration
that Euphuism was "the English type of an all but universal disease. There would
have been Euphuism, in some form or other, without Euphues; just as the 50called aesthetic movement of to-day might have dispensed with its Bunthorne,
and yet have flourished. "21 An assoc iation between elaborate literary style, failed

masculinity, and the corrupting influences of foreign literature played a prominent
role in the anonymous article "An Alexandrian Age,"which appeared in Macmillan's
Magazine in 1886. The author of this essay, who uses the terms "Alexandrian" and
"Euphuist"interchangeably,equates the elaborate, self-consciously li terary language
of contemporary writing with the inadequacy of contemporary masculinity." He
approving ci tes Thomas De Qyincey's assertion "that our native disregard for
the graces of style had its origin in the native manliness of our character, jin the
sincerity and directness of the British taste, in the principle of tsse quam videri,
which might be taken as the key to much in our manner, much in our philosophy
of our lives.'" He then goes on to explain that,

[i]t is certain that manliness is not just at this moment the
cap ital distinction of om literature either in prose or verse. In

the general bulk of our original work this quality of manliness
is certainly not conspicuous; in our criticism it is, onc might
say, entirely wanting; and in our morc serious work, historical,

philosophical, and the like, the general tendency is to a minute,
dissecting, curious mood, more given to pulling down than to
building up. And this tendency is inevitably reflected in the
style. The modern style is, indeed, the modern man.2l
"An Alexandrian Age" exemplifies what James Eli Adams has identified as

the nineteenth century's characteristic association between masculinity and style.
By the time this essay was written in 1886, the words "manly" and "manliness"
would have inevitably been connected with the "muscular Christianity" movement
in the popular imagination. Muscular Christianity, as articulated in the writings
of Charles Kingsley and Thomas Hughes, called for a program of Christian
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activism combined with an ideal of disciplined, athletic, eminently British form of

masculinity. According to Adams, Muscular Christianity introduced into British
literary discourse a particular style of masculinity, embodied in the image of tbe
healthy, ascetic, and virile male body as the epitome of the nation's moral virtue. 24
Thus, when the author of "An Alexandrian Age" co ntrasts the unmanliness
of con tempo rary criti cism's "m inute, di ssecting, curiou s mood, more given
to pullin g down than to building up," with the "pre -e minently robust,
si nce re, and direct - in a word, pre-eminently man ly" English prose

style that has gone out of fa shion, he identifies Alexandrian/ Euphuistic
literary style not only as a signifier of modern masculinity's failure to live,

but ·with the corrup tion of the English nation itself'S
A s we will see later, Pater ironically references this discourse of masculinity
in Marius, in the chapter titled "Manly Amusements." For the moment, however,
it is sufficient to note that when Pater gives the title "Euphuism" to Marius's sixth

chapter, he alludes to a cultural debate that not only focused on the nature of
good literary style, but also associated tbe revival of Euphuistic style witb tbe
failure of British masculinity and the corresponding perversion of tbe English
nation. Pater's goal in this chapter, though, is not simply to intervene in this
debate, but to examine the conceptual, social, and affective categories embodied
by literary conventions that made the discursive association between style, gender

and national pOSSible. By plaCing "Euphuism" in the middle of his historical
Bildungsroman , rather than in a stand-alone essay (as he would do in the "Style"

essay of 1888), Pater renders Euphuistic discourse itself into an object of critical
scrutiny by embedding it within a specific social and historical context. 16

Specifically, Pater uses the form of tbe novel to explOit the distance between
himself and the voice of the narrator. H e does so in order to accomplish a singular
rhetorical effect: the Euphuistic finesse of the narrator directs the reader's attention
to the paradoxes, feints, and contradictions inherent within the Euphuistic literary
project itself. The "Euphuism" chapter, therefore, is not just an intervention in

the debate about literary style's relationship to gender and natio nal politics, but
an investigation into how literary language, even on the level of the sentence,
functions to natu ralize relations of power within society. These insights, I argue,
were fundamentally inspired by Pater's idi osyncratic application of Hegel's
notion of uthe encounter with the negative" to his understancling of the act of
literary creation. As we will see, Pater crucially makes use of these in sig hts in
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his representation of Marcus Aurelius in "Manly Amusements," and does so in

order render legible the ideological work performed by the ge nre of the historical
novel.

Initially, however, "Euphwsmnis the term that the narrator uses to describe the
literary style of Flavian: the aloof and immensely attractive Roman schoolboy
with whom M arius, Pater's hero, develops an erotically charged emo tional and

intellectual relationship. Mter Flavian and Marius discover the story of Cupid
and Psyche in Apuleius' Golden Ass, Flavian decides that his task in life is to
revivifY the literary language of a declining Roman empire. Pater even goes so far

as to ascribe an actually existing anonymous Latin poem, the Pervigilium veneris,
to Flavian's pen.
The novel's discussion of Flavian's Euphuism is obviously influenced by the
writings ofTylor and Arnold. The narrator anachronistically displaces Euphuism
fro m its Victorian and early modern contexts to the Rome of late antiquity,
and defines Euphuistic style as that which manifests in every age in which the
j4

literary conscience has been awakened to forgotten duties towards language" (ME
90). This definition strongly recalls Tylor's definition of "survivals" as "processes,
customs, and opinions, and so forth , which have been carried on [ ... ] into a new

state of society different from that in which they had their original home, and they
thus remain as proofs and examples of an older condition of culture out of which
a newer has been evolved."27 Euphuistic style, much like a Tylorian survival, is an
aspect of culture that persists across time and is revived periodically to "awaken"
literary language to its "forgotten duties," i.e . to its vital relationship to "an older
condition of culture."
M ost strikingly, however, the narrator's use of Euphuistic style recalls Arnold's
discussion of the "free play of mind" in "The Function of Criticism" essay. This
is apparent when the narrator compares Flavian's rhetorical ability to a form of
military prowess: "The secrets of utterancc, of expression itself, of that through
which alone any intellectual or spiritual power within one can actually take effect
upon others, to over-awe or charm them to onc's side, presented themselves to
this ambitious lad in immediate connexion with that desire for predominance, for
the satisfaction of which another might have relied on the acquisition and display

of brilliant military qualities" (ME 88). In the first half of this sentence, until the
appearance of the main verb upresented," the narrator uses a series of appositional
clauses to realize a prog ressively more accurate definition of the "secrets" that
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"presented themselves" to Flavian. A close examination of each apposition reveals
a gradual redefinition of what these "secrets" regard: "utterance" refers specifically
to vocalized speech, which th e narrator then redefin es as "expression itself,"

referring to any method by which the individual makes his thoughts known by
externalizing mental activity, a definition that includes but is not limited to spoken
Ilutterance." In other words, the rhetorical form of this sentence mimics the effort
of mind needed to express the true "intellectual or spiritual power within one."
This process of steady redefinition and expansion, which suggests a certain

playful attitude towards language, meaning, and the mimetic capacity oflanguage,
seems the very embodiment of Arnold's description of "the free play of mind
upon all subjects." H e defines this free play as "a pleasure in itself, being an
object of desire, being an essential provider of elements without which a nation's
spirit, whatever compensations it may have for them, must, in the long run , die
of inanition," a spirit which, Arnold claims, "hardly enters into an Englishman's

thoughts."28 Taken together, the narrator's deployment ofTylorean and Arnoldian
theories of cwture appears to counter implicidy charges that EuphUism is

symptomatic of the perverted and degraded modern English nation. On the
contrary, Euphuism would seem to represent an effort made towards reviving the

nation's dignity, a revival of forgotten duties and food for the starved Rom an (and,
by extension, English) national spirit.
Upon closer examination, however, it becomes apparent that Euphuism,
far from indicating either the decline or revival of th e nation, actually exposes

the process by which literary language conceals its political work by naturalizing
ideological categori es. Pater's narrator, through his own spectacular Euphuistic

performance, does this by implicitly contrasting the supposed description of the
methods of Euphuistic composition with the actual rhetori c work accomplished
by the Euphuistic language used to express those revelations. Put another way,

by using Euphuistic style to articulate the theoty of Euphuism, Pater transforms
Euphuism into a cosmopolitan style.
Returning to the sentence quoted above, one notices that the narrator, after
he redefines "utterance" as "expression,» defines express ion as "that through which
alone intellectual or spirirual power within one can actually take effect upon
others," thereby placing less emphasis on the purely communicative function of
language and more on language's capacity for rhetorical persuasiveness, defined
as the transformation of one's subjective desires into a means of affecting the
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beliefs of others in order "to over-awe or charm them to one's side." Ultimately,

the "secrets" the narrator describes sounds much more like the ability to exert
control over others through rhetorical skill, and much less like the ability to
express or verbalize clearly one's thoughts and feelings. Thus, Flavian's intuition of
an immediate "connexion" between "utterance" and "the acquisition and display of
brilliant military qualities" indicates the process by which the relationship between
rhetorical facility and the capacity to dominate others becomes naturalized. The
narrator performs this same process within the sentence itself. Through the
accretion of appOSitional phrases, the narrator rhetorically mimics the mental act
of thinking through the implications of the concept "utterance." This complex
process stands in marked contrast to Flavian's ostensible "immediate connexion"
of rhetorical prowess "with the desire for predominance." The narrator thereby
demonstrates the power of rhetorical artifice both to create and undermine the
illusion of a natural "connexion" between language and dominance by performing
the very rhetorical operation that naturalizes the ideological assumption that the
passage appears to represent as natural and intuitive.
A similar process is at work when the narrator relates that "the popular speech

was gradually departing from the form and rule of literary language, a language
always and increasingly artificial. While the learned dialect was yearly becoming
more and more barbarously pedantic, the colloquial idiom, on the other hand,
offered a thousand chance-tost gems of racy and picturesque expression [ .. . ]"
(ME 88-89). This passage associates aesthetic power with a "colloquial idiom"
whose "chance-rost gems" offer a spiritually edifying alternative to the pedantry of

learned literary language, which leads the reader to expect that the artistic value
of colloquial speech might provide leverage for a certain democratizing impulse.

EspeCially given contemporary fears regarding Iiteraty English's transformation
into a self-referential "dead language" for scholarly eli tes, such an assertion would

have suggested to a learned Victorian audience that Euphuism had the capacity
revive literary language by opening itself to a broader and more diverse range of
influences.
Thus, the narrator's description of Flavian's "literary programme," as "a work,
then, partly conservative o r reactionary, in its dealing with the instrument of the
literary art; partly popular and revolutionary, asserting, so to term them, the rights
of the proletariate of speech," would seem to refer to the political implications
of Euphuism insofar as it vindicates "the rights of the proletariate of speech."29
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Yet, upon closer examination, it becomes apparent that the use of "popular"
speech cannot be urevolutionary" specifically because Flavian uses it as part of
his "literary art," thereby removing it from its dynamic existence as a spoken
dialect. Flavian appropriates the language of th e common people only so that his
literary compositions may seem naturally Uracy and picturesque," when in reality
those composition s merely appropriate popular speech in order to achieve the
desired rhetorical effect. In this way, the narrator calls attention to the markedly
undemocratic impulse underlying Flaviads arrogation of popular speech by
undermining the reader's assumptions regarding the political resonance of terms
such as "colloquial idiom," "revolutionary," and "proletariate" to describe Flavian's
ultimately selfish desire to use his rhetorical skills to dominate others.
While the influences of Arnold and Tylor are surely not hidden in the
uEuphuism" chapter, they do not account for th e method bywhich Pater undermines
Euphuism from within Euphuistic discourse. He inaugurates a reflexive process
that uses Euphuistic style against itself, rendering it the object ofits own linguistic
operations. In other words, Pater uses the resources of an "unnatural"literary style
to expose the naturalizing function of literary language more generally. Although
this renders Euphuism a "cosmopolitan style" avant la lettre, to understand the
fundamental intellectual logic shaping Pater's treatm ent of Euphuism, we must
turn to the history of idealist thought. The overarching intellectual framework in
which Pater's cosmopolitanism operates owes much to G. W. F. Hege1's concept
of "the labor of the negative."
Accounts of Pater's philosophical and literary influences have long taken pains
to emphasize the centrality of Hegel's theories of aesthetics to Pater's intellectual
development, calling attention to Pater's unusually early access to H egel in Britain,
his involvement in the "Old Mortality" group at Oxford (sometimes referred to as
the "young H egelians"l, the importance of his knowledge of German Idealism in
winning the Brasenose College fellowship, and the immense infl uence ofHegelian
historicism on the RellaiSS011Ce and in his writings on Greek mythology.30 Less
attention, however, has been devoted to the importance of Hegeli an concept of
negativity for Pater. Hegel defines "negation" as an obstacle that a society or an
individual encounters and engages with on the path towards self-development
and self-knowledge: "The road can therefore be regarded as the pathway of doubt,
or more precisely as the way of despair. For what happens on it is not what is
ordinarily underst,o od when the word 'doubt' is used: shilly-shallying about thi s or
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that presumed truth, followed by a return to that truth again, after the doubt has
been appropriately dispelled - so that at the end of the process the matter is taken
to be what it W'dS in the first place."JI
N ega tio n, therefore, is Hegel's way of explaining how a system can
"organically develop" without the necessity of introducing external influences
into the system. As C.]. Arthur explains,
Hegel's method depends [ ... ] on the dialectical point that
when a given claim to knowledge is to be rejected as untrue
'the exposition of the untrue consciousness in its untruth is
not merely a negative procedure,' because if the result of the
argument is properly understood as a determinate negation of
the original thesis, la new form has thereby immediately arisen.'
That is to say, to refute is not simply to deny, but to find relevant
grounds for such rejection. Every claim to knowledge has its
specific refutation, and this involves consciousness in a new set
of commitments. [ .. .] Validity appears here not in relation to
an external measure but in accordance with what consciousness
provides 'fcom within itself' at each stage,32
In Hegel's account, development occurs when negation, by eliciting the
disintegration of an intellectual concept, allows for the reformation of a
concept through the re interpretation of knowledge already immanent within
that concept. In other words an encounter with the negative creates a radically
different relationship to knowledge that is already present within a system
without introducing new information into the system.
In the "Euphuism" chapter, Pater stages this encounter with the negative by
using the narrator's own Euphuistic prose to discuss Flavian's Euphuistic "literary
programme." In the rest of this essay, I will demonstrate how Pater restages the
Euphuistic encounter with the negative with a critically cosmopolitan
purpose. While Hegelian thought is surely not typically associated with
theories of cosmopolitan ism, Pater's idiosyncratic deployment of negativity
occurs on the level of narrative form, where it functions to denaturalize the
intellectual and affective logics inherent in the literary genre in which Patees
novel participates, the nineteenth-century historical novel.
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Pater renders the political investments of these genres most legible in the
chapter pointedly titled "M anly Amusements." This chapter narrates Marius's
encounter with the violent d isplays of ritualistic animal sacrifices presented in
the Roman amphitheatre, the "manly amusements" referred to in the chapter
title, which the narrator relates in grotesquely vivid detail (M E 168). In a specific
reference to E . B.Tylor, the narrator identifies the spectacle as a "survival"of ancient
rituals associated with the worship of Artem is and Diana. Turning away from
this violence in disgust, Marius trains his eye on the Emperor Marcus Aurelius,
who stares impassively at the spectacle. Marius then declares Aurelius to be his
"inferior now and forever on the question of righteousness" because of his ability
to view the spectacle with pass ive indifference (ME 170).
In many ways, the objects of Pater's scorn in this chapter could hardly be more
overt. A s discussed above, Pater's use of the word "manly" to describe the violence
of the amph itheater registers his critique of the normative ideal of aggressive,
athletic masculinity that Muscular Christianity introduced into Victorian culture.
Richard D eUamora points out as much whe n he asserts th at Pater uses the "scene
of gladiatorial to attack ideas of masculine self-worth that depend on aggression
and physical brutality."" I t is also readily apparent that Pater is critical of the ideal
of Stoic masculinity embodied in the figure of Marcus Aurelius. Marius's diSgust
at the emperor's ability to endure the violence of the amphitheater passively - a
spectacle that it is well within his power to stop - would have carried marked
significance to a Victorian readership. M any critics have attested to M arcus
Aurelius's status as a towering figure in nineteenth-century intellectual discourse,
serving as a touchston e figure fo r thinkers ranging from John Stuart Mill to
Friedri ch N ietzsche.34
The emperor's significance for Victorian literary culture is most
characteris tically, ,and perhaps most fa mously discussed in M atthew Arnold's
"Marcus Aurelius". In this essay, Arnold asserts that Aurelius "lived and acted in a
state of society modern by its essential characteristics, in an epoch akin to our own,
in a brilliant centre of civilization."35 Thus, in addition, to his status as "perhaps
the most beautiful figure in history," Arn old asserts that Aurelius prOvides a
model of behavior that can restore the E nglish nation and English "race" to its
former greatness; standing as "one of those consoli ng and hope-inspiring marks,
which stand for ever to remind our weak and easily discouraged race how high
human goodn ess and perseverance have once been carried) and may be carried
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again."36 Going on to assert that Aurelius's Meditations (170-180 AD) provided
Roman antiquity with the spiritual philosophy most akin to Chsistianity, Arnold
emphasizes the emperor's importance as an exemplary figure from the historical
past whose moral vision should be emulated by modern persons. By necessity,

therefore, Arnold must tiptoe asound the well-known historical fact that Christians
were persecuted during the reign of Marcus Aurelius, most famously in the killing
of forty-eight Christians in Gaul in 177 AD. Arnold attempts to extenuate the
emperor's actions by explaining that "Christianity appeared something anti-civil

and anti-social, which the State had the faculty to judge and the duty to suppress,"
thereby explicidy tying Aurelius's permissive attitude towards violence with his
national and imperial concerns.37
Pater almost certainly has Arnold's essay in mind when he has his nasrator
assert, in reference to the emperor's indifference at the amphitheatre, that "Marius
remembered well [Marcus Aurelius's] very attitude and expression on this
day, when, a few years later, certain things came to pass in Gaul, under his full

authority; and that attitude and expression defined a1seady, even thus early in this
so friendly intercourse, and though he was still full of gratitude for his interest,
a permanent point of difference between the emperor and himself [ ... J" (ME
169). It is apparent in this passage that Pater believes Aurelius's Stoic philosophy
to be morally inadequate, especially when faced with the world's violence and
injustice . Taken as a whole, "Manly Amusements" all but explicitly criticizes lateVictorian culture's predominant understandings of normative masculinity and
their relationship to ideals of the national character.

More than simply criticizing the canonization of Marcus Aurelius as a
model of morality for the British nation, however, Pater uses the figure of the
emperor to draw attention to the ways in which literary language can enable
facile understandings of the historical past, i.e. the literary effects that provide
the necessary precondition for the politically problematic identification of Marc us
Aurelius as a model for British national identity. He does so by subjecting the
literary genres of the historical novel to the labor of the negative, thereby calling
attention to the way those genres enable certain forms of political discourse. In
other words, in "Manly Amusements"Pater does for literary genre what he did for
the literary sen tence in 'IEuphuism."

Pater inaugurates this labor of the negative by emphasizing the fundamentally
aesthetic nature of Marius's moral awakening. The narrator, after describing the
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violent acts of the amphitheatre in lurid detail, informs us that a "weary and

indignant" Marius "could not but observe that [ .. .] Aurelius had sat impassibly
through all the hours Marius rumself had remained there" (ME 169). By gazing
upon Marcus Aurclius, Marius realizes that Aurelius's "indjfferent attitude and
expression"will serve as
a permanent point of difference between the emperor and

rum self [ ... ] 11,ere was something in a tolerance such as this,
in the bare fact that he could sit patiently through a scene like
this, which seemed to Marius to mark Aurelius as his inferior
now and for ever on the question of righteousness; to set them
apart on opposite sides, in some great conflict, of which that
diffe rence was but a single presentment. (ME 169-170)
As Wolfgang Iser has noted, Marius's action and his rcalization are both
negative: he turns away from the spectacle so that he may define his ethics against
those of Marcus Aurelius. 38 Yct rather than indicating Marius's moral passivity,
these negative actions register the ethical force that can inhere in the aesthetic
representation of cruelty. After his observation of the events of the amphitheatre,
Marius can asseri that "[h]is chosen philosophy had said, - Trust the eye: Strive
to be right always in regard to th e concrete experience: Beware of falsifYing your
impressions. And its sanction had at least been effective here, in protesting - '1his,
and this, is what you may not look upon!'" (ME 170). The narrator, focalizing itself
through Marius's morally indignant con science, articulates Marius's realization
that one need not have an etrucal philosophy that can be articulated discursively.
Instead, he realizes that a morality can be founded upon the immediacy of one's
aesthetic impressions .
The narrator attempts to inaugurate this same process for the reader by turning
to address the reader. In an attempt to avoid becoming the sortof"novel"that merely
provides help for "sluggish imaginations"by representing "grisly accidents, such as
might happen to one's self; but with every facility for comfortable contemplation"
the narrator forces the reader to become self-aware of the position from which he
or she cas ts ethical judgment upon the narrative. After presenting the awakening
of Marius's conscience while looking at Marcus Aurclius, the narrator asserts:
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That long chapter of the cruelty of the Roman public shows may,
perhaps, leave with the children of the modern world a feeling
of self-complacency. Yet it might seem well to ask ourselves it is always well to do so, when we read of the slave- trade, for
instance, or of great religious persecutions on the side of this
or that, or of anything else which raises in us the question, 'Is

thy servant a dog, that he should do this thing?' - not merely,
what germs of feeling we may entertain which, under fitting
circumstances , would induce us to the like; but, even more
practically, what thoughts, what sort of considerations, may be
actually present to our minds such as might have furnished us,
living in another age, and in the midst of those legal crimes,

with plausible excuses for them: each age in turn, perhaps,
having its own peculiar point of blindness, with its consequent
peculiar sin -the touch-stone of an unfailing conscience in the
select few. (ME 170)

This paragraph, the penultimate one in the chapter, has a clear purpose: namely,
to prevent the reader from falling into "self- complacency' by identifying
uncomplicatedly with Marius's ethical awakening. The narrator realizes that
readers , by sharing Marius's disgust at the useless slaughter of animals for

the purposes of entertainment, may very well be tempted to gloss over the
difficulty entailed by Marius's realization. The narrator suggests that this tooeasy identification with Marius leaves the reader in an attitude of Aurelian
indifference towards the profound struggle that defines M arius's encounter

with the negative. In order to lift the reader out of this com placency, the
narrator emphatically calls attention to the narrative's illusion of historical
veri similitude. This is onc of the defining generic features of the nincteenth-

century historical novel. Beginning with the subtitle ofWaiter Scott's Waverly:
Or, oris Sixty Years Since (1814), the Victorian historical novel continually
takes pains to call self-conscious attention to the vital relationship between
past and present. Pater, however, ingeniously turns thi s narrative co nvention
on its head by accentuating to the subterfuges and self-justifi ca tion s that are

naturalized by the conventions of the historical novel, thereby performing the
"labor of the negative" upon the genre's most prominent featu re.
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The purpose of narrator's turn to the reader is to make readers cognizant of
the extent to which their affective responses to cruelty, such as "the slave-trade"
and "religious persecution," are conditioned by their placement within a particular
historical moment in their culture, rather than their own refined moral sensibility.

The narrator suggests that understanding the supposed moral failings of the
past does not require an imaginative act of historical sympathy, described as a
consideration of the "germs of feeling we may entertain which, under fitting
circumstances, would induce us to the like." Rather, it necessitates an intense
self-examination that makes one aware of the extent to which personal "morality"
is dependent upon historically contingent social norms. This act of self-reflection

will lead us to realize, the narrator states, that thoughts and conditions "actually
present to our minds [ ... ] might have furnished us, living in another age, and in
the midst of those legal crimes, with plausible excuses for them." In other words,
our consciousness as it exists right now would gladly participate in the cruelty
we abjure if it were transferred to a different time and place. "each age in turn,
perhaps, having its own peculiar point of blindness, with its consequent peculiar
sin ." One can only become aware of this ethical blind spot and begin to construct a
subjective moral philosophy, the narrator implies, through the aesthetic education

of the bodily eye - the same dialectical process Marius has undergone within the
chapter, and which the narrator subsequently attempts to inaugurate in the reader
through this reflection upon the self-consciousness of the historical novel.

It is precisely this "reflection about reflection"that Walkowitz identifies as the
preeminent feature of criticaJ cosmopolitanism, the element that enables literary
style to function as a critique of language's normalization and naturalization
of ideological assumptions. I hope to have shown that Pater's cosmopolitanism
goes beyond his desire to include perspectives from different national cultures
within his critical purview. Instead, cosmopolitanism is a fundamental aspect of

his literary style, derived from the unlikely source of H egelian idealism. It is my
hope that we not only begin to think of Pater as a crucial link between Victorian
and twentieth-century forms of literary cosmopolitanism, but furthermore, that we
begin to understand Paterian aestheticism's con tinued relevance in helping us to

comprehend the genuine political value of the always and increasingly artificial
realm of the aesthetic.

University of California, Los Angeles
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RECENT PUB LI CATIONS

ESSAY IN MEM ORIAM

]UMEAU,ALAIN. "INMEMORlAM GERMAIN

O'HANGEST (1915 -20°9)," BULLETIN DE

LA SOCIETE OES ANGUCISTES DE LENSEIGNEMENT SUPERlEUR

87 (JUNE 2009): 7-8.

Germain d'Hangest died on 26 April 2009. He was honorary professor at the
University of Paris 4- Sorbonne, a researcher on nineteenth-century English
literature, and most of all, France's specialist ofWalter Pater. H e discovered Walter
Pater during World War n, while a prisoner in Eastern Prussia. H e had been a
young student in France's most prestigious, selective university, Paris- ULM, trying
to prepare for the highest English qualification in France, I'agrtgation, which he
passed in 1945 when he returned from the prisoners' camps. He wrote his doctoral
thesis on Waiter Pater, a work that is still a reference for many scholars around the
world. Germain d'Hangest had travelled to Oxford to consult many archives and
manuscripts kept at Brasenose College and in John Sparrow's personal library,
in particular the unpublished chapters from Pater's Gaston de Latour. Like his
father, who was an English secondary school i nspector,d'Hangest started teaching
in secondary school before taking lecturing positions in various universities Toulouse, Lille, Nanterre, and finally Paris-Sorbonne - until he retired in 1984.
Having known the Sorbonne just before the French students' revolution in 1968,
with his intellectual distinction he appeared almost as a man of the ancien regime
and a "prince of the university." He was very accessible, however, and took a
keen interest in students and scholars, admiring the work done by the young
researchers and translators of Pater. H e preferred private intellectual conversations
to academic conferences. Those who met him appreciated his kindness, his erudite
culture, and his talent for conversation, but also his humor and playful irony. His
sense of fun relieved the boredom of university board meetings and was probably
for him a way not to lapse into too much seriousness. Yet he did not trifle 'With
what he considered as essential: culture, religion, and friend ship. Culture he
considered as a path to perfection through literature, painting, and music. Did
Pater not write that "all art aspires to the condition of music"? He was quite
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a good pianist himself He was also a man of faith and had been baptized in
the Roman Catholic Church as an adult before his more recent conversion to
Protestantism. Nothing was more important than friendship, as is indicated by the
note he wrote on the back of the invitation to the party his nieces had organized
for his 90th birthday: "friendships like yours have warmed my life fo r many years
and are the greatest gift that life could offer. I wish for no other present."
Martine Lambert-Charbonnier

ESSAYS ON PATER

EVANGELI STA,

STEFANO.

<CA

I CONO GRAPHY OF DIONYSUS."

REVOLTI NG

MI STAKE :

WALTER

PATER'S

VICTORIAN REVIEW 34.2 (FALL 2008 ) : 20 1 - 218.

Evangelista's essay is part of a special issue on Victorian literature and
classical myth dedi cated to the memory of Margot K. Loui s and edited by
Catherine Maxwell. Readers of The Pater N ewsletter wil1 be interested in the
entire iss ue, "the first major collection on myth and Victorian literature since
Bullen's The Sun is God" (76), as Maxwell writes in her introduction. "The
collection generally reflects the contemporary preoccupation with gender
and sexuality ... picks up on current interest in late Victorian literatu re
and the growing interest in Victorian visual culture an d th e vis ual
arts, and conspicuously includes works and auth ors identifiable with
ae sthetici sm - Rossetti, Swinburne. Symonds, Pater, and even H ardy" (76) .
Evangelista's treatment of Pater's Dionysus reflects each of th ese concerns.
Pater's critique of Victorian Hellenism relies on his "recuperation" of the
darker, more romantic "Dionysian aesthetics of ancient Greece," which Pater
"de- historicizes" and "transforms into a radical critique of th e artisti c and
sexual moralities of nineteenth-century E ngland" (209) . While the argumen r
is fami liar, it is supported here by a convincing and tightly orga nized analysis
of Pater's "Dionysian model" (213) as it is constructed in both the essays - reA
Study ofDionysus" (1876), "The Bacchanals of Euripides" (1889) - and th e
imaginary portrait, "D enys l'Auxerroi s" (1886) . Building on th e work of
Elizabeth Prettejo hn , Evangelista details the aesthetic and homoerotic network
(shared between Pater, Simeon Solomon, and A. C. Swinburne) within which
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Pater situates his Dionysus. Most significantly, the essay provides an excellent,

concise analysis of the two personae, Dionysus Zagreus and Dionysus Eleutherios,
and how they function in Pater's construction of the Dionysian ideal.

Kenneth Daley

GILLARO-EsTRADA,ANNE-FLORENCE. u'PASS IN G INTO THE GREAT ROMANTIC

LOVES OF REBELLIOUS FLESH': MED I EVAL RELIGION AND THE BODY IN WALTER
PATER'S 'POEMS BY WILLIAM MORRI S' AND

'Two

EARLY FRENCH STORIES . '"

ETUDES ANGUISES 62. [ (2009) : [6-27,

Anne-Florence Gillard-Estrada concentrates on two Pater texts, "Poems by
WiIliam Morris"(1868) and "Two Early French Stories"(1877), in order to examine
"the freeing of what [Pater] terms the 'human spirit' in the context of the Middle

Ages."She focuses on Pater's reaction against Christian asceticism, comparing his
conception of religion to his analysis of medieval poetry and highlighting common
motifs - a conflict between Christ and a rival relig ion likened to a rival lover, a
disruption of the senses and a sense of absence that triggers a yearning for phys.ical
presence. Gillard-Estrada also points out differences in discourses oflove whether
they co ncern the female or the male body, with homoeroticism as the ultimate
path to harmony in Amis and Ami/e. The essay is co nvincing: it contains precise

readings of Paterian language and concepts, and puts into perspective changes in
the successive editions of Pater's essays.
Martine Lambert-Charbonnier

I NMAN, BILLlE ANDREW.

"How WALTER PATER MIGHT HAVE COUNTERED
A D[ALOGUE BETWEEN GRADUATE

CHARGES THAT HE M[SUSED SOURCES:

STUDENT WA LTER PATER AND PROFESSOR SAMANTHA MARKS AT GREAT
STATE UNIVERSITY,

U.S.A.,

IN 2003. WITH AN ADDENDUM," NINETEENTH-

C ENTURY PR OSE 35:2 (FALL 2008): [63 - [82.

Given Walter Pater's fondness for crafti ng imaginary portraits that display
young men confronting the preoccupations of their respective cen turie s, one

imagines that he would have greatly approved ofBillie Andrew Inman's casti ng
of him in the role of a graduate student who must negotiate the labyrinthine
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citational conventions of contemporary scholarship. What emerges out of
doctoral candidate WaIter Pater's uncomfortable tete-a-tete with his thoroughly
American advisor is a revealing look at how academic writing no longer allows
for the sorts of "liberties" that Pater often took with his source materi al. But
in providing the mas ter with an opportunity to speak for himself, I nman also
mounts a passionate defense for how the omissions, additio ns, and changes
that Pater made to the works of other authors can be read as something much
more complicated and creative than mere "plagiarism."Inman's Pater argues for
an understanding of the critic as an artist in his own righ t, whose alterations
of sources is a tes tament to th e ability to "assimilate the ideas and information
obtained by such reading" (170). M oreover, by situating this assimilation
within the on-going debate concerning intellectu al property th at arose in the
eighteenth-century, this speculative dialog ue shows how twentieth-century
critiques of Pater's appropriations and alterations are themselves temporallyand geographically- determined, the product of discrepancies between different
models of criti cism. The addendum to th e dialogue continues this argu ment,
concluding that "Pater's attitudes towards sou rces and techniques of using
them created in his works a profound intertextuality that is essential to his
remarkable style" (172) . I n the increasingly homogenized and prescribed world
of academic writing, Inman's article offers a timely reminder that the necessity
of ackn owledging debts to previo us scholarship need not and perhaps should
never come at the expense of the criti c's "vision of a subj ect," a vision that
can only be conveyed through the development of "an authoritative-sound ing,
consistent, [and] unique" mode of expression.
M eghon A . Freeman

LOVE, H EATHER

K. "FORCED

E XlLE: W ALT E R PATE R'S BACKWA RD MODERN ISM."

FEELING B ACKWARD: L oss AND 71/£ P OIJTfCS OF Q UEER H iSTORY. C AMBR1DG E, MA:
H ARVARD

UP, 200 7 . 53 - 71.

I n all great leaps forward, how does o ne do j usti ce to th e dead, to th ose
phys ical and textual bod ies whose sickn ess unto death is the necessary
precondition for a collective movem ent toward change? H eather L ove's
Feeling Backward takes th is questi on as its orga ni zing paradigm, arg uing
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for a need to recognize the affective after lives of those negative Ustructures
of feeling" that determined quee r identity and experience in the preStonewall era, before the foundati on of an organized gay rights movement.
As her titular revision to Edward Bellamy suggests, it is not enough to look
backwards; onc must also feel backwards, which for Love means abandoning
the detached gaze of a denizen of an enlightened futu re and ac knowledging
the continued impact of those feelings "such as shame, isolation, and selfhatred" that are the legacy of "specific histories of homophobic exclusion
and violence" (4, 30). She enacts this critical perspective in and through
her analysis of a series of late nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century
authors in whose works Love detects Ita shared feeling o f backwardness in
relation to the coming of modern homosexual identity" (8). In addition to
the novelists WilJa Cather, Radclyffe Hall, and Sylvia Townsend Warner, Love
includes Walter Pater under this rubric of "backward modernism," and her
chapter on Pater teases out the connections between "his aesthetics of failure
and his experience of being a marginalized sexual identity" (56). Through
readings of the essay "Diaphaneite" and sections of Studies in the H istory of
the R enaissance, she locates in Pater's aesthetic idealization of ambivalence,
anonymity, neutrality, and passivity the emergence of a "politics of refusal,"
which manifests as a "shrinking resistance" to transformative moments of
revolution and revelation (57-8). In the process , Love underscores the various
ways in which Pater's narrative preoccupation with the figure of the beautiful
victim sacrificed to the forces of cultural change signals his own anxious
awareness of the liminality of those "male homoerotic subcultures" in which
he participated "on the eve of the invention of the modern homosexual"
(60). Love's discussion of these subcultures might have been productively
£le shed out by more directly engaging with scholarship concerning Pater
and masculinity, such as James EH Adams's Dandies and D esert Sa ints, an
engagement that also would have helped to explain more thoroughly Pater's
place in the predominantly female and modernist "genealogy of queer
authors hip" that this monograph constructs (24). That said, Feeling Backward
is both compelling and convinci ng in its insistence that Pater's aestheticism
is not escapist and elitist, but rather the product of the experience of being
excluded and in "internal exile" from the culture of which he was such a
careful observer. Moreover, in the "alternat ive form of political subjectivity"
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that she attributes to Pater, Love offers contemporary scholars a powerful example
of how op ting to focus on subjective experience is not always the same thing as
politically opting out (69).

M cgharz A. F,·eeman

ROBERTS, GABRIEL. '''ANALYS I S LEAVES

OFF ': THE USE

AND ABUSE OF

PHILO SO PHY IN WALTER PATER'S RENAISSANCE." CAMBRlDGE QUARTERLY 3 7.4

(2008): 407-425.

This article sets out to read The Renaissance according to the instructions Pater left
in (he Preface and the "ConcIusion/' avoiding what Roberts characterizes as the
"unwarranted eisegesis" of those who would read Pater as a philosopher. Roberts
argues that Pater's theoretical passages provide "the outline of an anti-philosophical
theory" (413), radically critiquing the abstractions of philosophical concepts while
favoring "the particularizing splendour of the artistic image" (414). "Through close
analyses of passages from "Pico della Mirandola,""The School ofGiorgione," and
Pater's description of the M ona L isa, Roberts argues that the Renaissance essays
are art objects rather than the works of a philosopher or art critic. Furthermore,
when philosophical references and discussions do appear in the essays, they serve
mainly as "backgrou nd material ... to add colour and scopc" (417). The article
closes with a consideration of the ways that even Pater's theoretical statements
framing 'lhe Renaissance allow "the dissolution of his meaning in the euphony of
his prose" (424).
Kit Andrews

ESSAYS WITH NOTABLE REFERENCES TO PATER
B ULLOCK, PHILlP

Ro ss. " THE

CRUEL ART OF BEAUTY: W A LT ER PATER AND

THE U NCANN Y AESTHETICISM OF ISAAK BABEL'S RED CAVALRY." M ODERN

L ANGUAGE REVIEW 104.2 (AP RIL 2009) : 4 99-529.

After a survey of Pater scholarship in Ru ss ia, Bullock elucidates the
influence of Pater in I saak Babel's R ed Cavalry by explo ring conceptual
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simil ari ties between the two writers . The essay enumerates Pater's
aesthet ic approach to life, his use of ekphrosis, employment of homo erotic
imagery, and resistance to didacticism, and considers how each of these
attributes appears in Bahel's text. The article ends by widening the scope of
influence to include a covert triangular relationship among Pater, Babel, and

Tolstoi.
Elicia Clements

DE BRUYN, BEN. "ART FOR HEART 'S SA KE: THE AESTHETIC EXISTENCES OF

KIERKEGAARD, PATER,AND ISER, "ARTAND LIFE INAESTfIET1CISM: DE-HUMAMZlNG
AND RE-HUMANIZING ART, THE ARTIST, AND THE ARTISTIC RECEPTOR.

Eo.

KELLY

COMFORT. NEW YORK: PALGRAVE, 2008. 208-231.

This article investigates Pater's importance for Wolgang Iser, finding !ser's
o ngoing efforts to distance his literary theory from Pater's aesthe tics in
many ways unsuccessful. D e Bruyn traces Pater's influence on Iser's ideas
from his 1960 Habilitationsschrift on Pater (published in English as Waiter
Pater: The Aesthetic Moment) and the influential The Act of Reading (1978) to

the recent article "The Resurgence of the Aesthetic" (2004). Though Iser
acknowledges his debt to Pater's conception of aesthetic experience, he
criticizes Pater's R enaissa nce for being "trapped in a morally problematic
'aesthetic' stage" (209). In the forward to The Aesthetic Moment, Iser points
out that his critique of Pater borrows from Kierkegaard's argument in Either/
Or that the aesthetic stage of existence must be overcome by an ethical stage.
Pater, Iser claims, realized the limitations of the aesthetic existence he initially
lauded in The Renaissance, then attempted , bur failed, to move beyond those
limitations in Marius. De Bruyn finds Iser's criticism of Pater grounded in a
misreading of Kierkegaard's Either/ Or as well as a faulty distinction between
The Renaissance and Marius, the Epicurean . De Bruyn argues that even though
Kierkegaard's narrator "condemns the de-humanizing effects of the aesthetic
existence," the ethical alternative he offers retains "markedly aes th etic terms"
(24 1). In a similar way, Pater's R enaissance already anticipates the ethj cal
concerns of Marjus, even as Pater's only completed novel retains "an aesthetic

residue" from his early book of essays. De Bruyn concludes by showing how
!ser's failure to note Pater's and Kierkegaard's complex intertwinement of
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aesthetics and ethics leads him to neglect the degree of kinship between his
literary theory and Pater's aesthetics .
Kit Andrews

DENISOFF, DENNIS. "THE DISSIPATING NATURE OF DECADENT PAGANISM FROM

PATER TO YEATS." MODERNlSMlMODERNI7Y 15.3 (SEPTEMBER 2008): 431-446.

Dcnni soff's essay, the lead contribution for the special issue of Modernism/
M odern ity that focuses on Decadent Aesthetici sm and Modernism, elaborates
the prescience of the pagan vein of Decadence for its eco-political potential.
Within this over-arching argument, Pater's environmentally sensitive
paganism is shown to underscore much of his attempt to harmonize the tension
between a sense of personal, ethical agency and collective transformation. In
turn, Yeat's subsequent disparagement of a (by then) cliched jill-de-siecle
artifice reveals a conscientious respect for the natural environment closely
aligned to Pater's.
Elicia Clements
EASTHAM,

ANDREW.

"THE

AESTHETIC

AFTERLIVES

OF

MR .

W. P.:

REANIMATING PATER I N TWENTy-FIRST CENTURY FICTION ." LITERATURE

iNTERPRE1'A110N THEORY 20 (2009): 158 -172 .

Significantly enlivening the critical discussion of the enduring legacy of
Victorian aestheticism in contemporary culture, Anclrew Eastham considers
the question of Pater's influence on a series of twenty-first century fictional
works by staging hi s very own interview with the vampire, the vampire
imagi ned as WaIter Pater himself. Even undead, Pater is found to be a
frustratingly elliptical correspondent, but that does not in any way detract
from the clarity and persuasiveness of Eastham's argument, which reveals
the "New Beauticians" - including Alan Hollinghurst, Zadie Smith, Alan
Ball, and John MacG regor - as being "all in some sense the children of Mr.
W. P." (160). Yet, as children inevitably test the beliefs of their parents, so
do these "beauty products" emerging out of a Paterian tradition test the
central tenet of the <lConclusion" to The Renaissance - that "not the fruit of
experience, but experience itself is the end" - through their own endings, as
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they all attempt to reconcile the ideals of'laesthetic impressionism" to a "postmillenial" setting. While the "New Beauticians" pursue different ideological

objectives with, it is suggested, varying degrees of success, Eastham sees
them as united in "deterrnin[ing] aesthetics in relation to property," which he
argues is symptomatic of contemporary Aestheticism's efforts "to negotiate
a fundamental rift between the social claims of beauty . .. and the marginal
condition of aesthetic sensibility" (167, 169). That the spectral presence of
Pater haunts these works is amply and convincingly demonstrated here, and
Eastham's in sistence on the "vampiric reanimation" of Victorian aestheticism

in the twenty-first century offers an intriguing possible explanation for the
recent spate of interest in vampire narratives, not the least of which is Alan
Ball's most recent production, True Blood.

Meghan A. Freeman
EASTHAM, ANOREW. "AESTHET I C

VAMPIRISM : PATER, WILDE,

AND THE

R£Eo. KELLY COMFORT.

CONCEPT OF IRONY." ART AND L IFE IN AESTHETICISM: D E-H UMANIZING AND

H UMAN1ZlNC ART. THE ARTIST, AND THE ARTISTIC RECEPTOR.
NEW YORK: PALGRAVE, zo08.

79-95.

This essay explores the vampire as a central, recurring symbol of irony and
decadence in late nineteenth-century aesthetics, featuring prominently in

Stoker's Drawla, Kierkegaard's COllcept of IrollY, Baudelaire's Flowers of
Evil, and Wilde's The Picture of Dorian Gray. Eastham contends that Pater
helped summon the spectral image of the vampire as the personification of

perfect art when he famously declared the Mona Lisa undead in his essay on
Leonardo da Vinci . Ultimately, the "haunted portrait" of the Mona Lisa, like
that ofDorian Gray, came to symbolize a concept of art that. was amoral and
aristocratic, and which celebrated ironic detachment as an aesthetic ideal.
Later in his career, Pater feared that he had created a monster, encouraging
the production of cruel, inhuman works both abroad and among his British

disciples. He objected to the nihilism and total subjectivism of tales by
Prosper Merimee, whose refined, violen t "Mateo Falcone" Pater described

as "perhaps the cruelest story in the world." Pater was also troubled by the
narrative of the history of Victorian aestheticism allegorized in Dorian
Gray, in which Basil Howard's "earnest ideals of sensuous manifestation of
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art istIc splnt are seen to fa il as vamp lrlC ironists transform the culture of
aestheticism." While Eastham reads Pater as inconsistent and defensive in
his evaluation of Wilde, he regards the essay o n Merimee as Pater's most
thoughtful attempt to restore integrity to his philosophy of art while trying
to prevent it from being unduly distorted or carried to inhuman, vampirelike extremes.
Marc DiPaolo
IVORY, YVONNE. "THE DE-HuMANIZATION OF THE ARTISTIC RECEPTOR: THE
GEORGE C IRCLE'S REJECTION OF PATER IAN AESTHETIC ISM. " ART AND LIFE IN
AESTHE77CISM: D E-H uMANIZiNC AND RE- H uMANIZINC A RT, THE A RTIST, AND THE

ARTISTIC RECEP1OR.

Eo.

KELLY COMFORT. NEW YORK: PALGRAVE, 2008. 96-'08.

Ivory observes that most of the cri tiq ues of "art for art's sake" as a dehumanizing aesthetic assume that the philosophy acts as the opposite of "art
for life's sake," and that WaIter Pater and his followers privilege a rarefied
ideal of art ove r an engaged, fully-lived life. Ivory argues, instead, that Pater
and O scar Wilde saw art as a way of inspiring emotion in the receptor,
and encouraging the individual critic to an awareness of rich though ts
and feeli ngs, a refined ind ividuali ty, and an enhanced sense of the beauty
and wo nders of life. T here were aesthetes, however, who did encourage
an arguably "inhuman" philosophy of art. German poet Stefan Gcorge,
for example, ideali zed art to the extent that he championed the constant
imitation of perfect art forms instead of fostering the inspiration needed
to produce original work. Critics of the time who reacted agai nst George's
intractable aesthetics were so me of the same figures who condemned Pater
for being similarly dogmatic and in huma n, while failing to note the stark
differences between the two men and their ph ilosophies . W hile Ivory does
not wish to caricature either figure, the chapter posits that George is more
appropriately responsible for perpetuating an "inhuman" aes thetic, and Pater
and Wilde advocated an aesthetic that strove to re-humanize art.
Marc DiPaolo
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MAO, DOUGLA S. "THE LACK OF R EPOSE." COMMON K NOWLEDGE 15.3 (2009):

4 12 -43 7.
M ao's essay is the last of fourteen articles in a three-part series titled "Apology

for <2.!tietism: A Sotto Voce Symposium."The previous articles treat quietism as a
religious and philosophical notion from the Middle Ages to the present, including
discussion s of its developments by figures as various as the Jesuits in eighteenthcentury France, Pascal, Schopenhauer, Wittegenstein, and de Man. Mao's piece
doubles as a coda to the symposium and a reconsideration of the quietist strains

in Wilde and Pater's aestheticism. Although this article only treats Pater in the
second half, and only discusses two passages by him, Mao effectively places Pater's
argument for the unique value of aesthetic experience within the symposium's

broad context. In a formal nod to Wilde's "Critic as Artist," Mao develops his
discussion as a Socratic dialogue between two "professors of English" at "Greene
College," Helene lin and M ichael Madera. In response to Michael's claim that the
withdrawal of art for art's sake from political engagement is "indefensible" (414),
Helene points out a number of antecedents to Wilde's commitment to inaction .

Wilde himself explicitly identified the passivity of aesthetic contemplation with
the word "quietist" in his essay on Chang Tzu titled "A Chinese Sage" (420).
Furthermore the "inclination to inaction" (422) of the Wildean aesthete has
affinities with the seventeenth-century Christian Qyietist Molinos's argument for
faith over good works and Aristotle's notion of bios theoreticos. At times Helene
defends less than Michael attacks. Near the end of the dialogue, she admits she
has "no love for WUde's sanctimonious assault on the socially progress ive-in the
name of a 'socialism' without content" which "smacks of'enlightened self-interest'

and Ayn Rand" (434). Via Helene, however, Mao does defend Pater's account
of aesthetic experience as a place of refuge from external forces. This strand of
Helene's argument begins with Pater's discussion of the radical determinism
of modern science in his essay on Coleridge, then turn s to Pater's claim in the
Wincke1mann essay that art can "give the spirit at least an equivalent for the sense
of freedom." Following out Winckelmann's claim that we are ourselves when we
are most still, Helene tentatively suggests that through aesth etic experience we

come to not our "real selves" nor our "best selves, but something like both" (436).

Kit Andrews
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SAL HA, AGATHE. "ENTRE HI STOIRE ET FICTION : LES BIOGRAPHIES IMAGINAl RES
DANS LES CEUVRES DE WALTER PATER, MARCEL SCHWOB, ET JORG E LUlS
BORGES. " L ES REtCRlTURES DE L 'HIS7VlRE.

Eo. LION EL ACHER. PUBLI CATIONS

DE

L'UNIVERSIT E DE ROUEN l 2003· 45-56.

Salha makes a comparative study of Pater's Imaginary Portraits, Mascel Schwob's
Vies Imaginaires, and Borges's Historia Universal de la Infamia, all seen as imaginary
biographies. Biography stands between history and fiction, and it turns the writer
into a forger. Pater chose characters whose singular genius transcends their times,
and Salha argues that this testifies to the intrusion of imagination in history.There
is, therefore, a continuity between the authentic biographies Pater presents in his
Renaissance studies and the fictitious biographies of his imaginary portraits.

All11e-Florence Gillard-Estrada

SALHA, AGATHE. "DISCOURS CRITIQUE ET FICTION
PORTRAITS IMAGI NAl RES
RECHERCHESET TRAVAUX

BIOGRAPH IQU£ DAN S LES

DE PATE R ET LES VIES IMAGlNAIRES DE SCHWOB."

68 (2007): 29-39.

SaJha inscribes the biographical fictions of Pater and Schwob within the ge neral
context of the reception and interpretation of art criticism. Pater calls for an
intuitive or imaginative type of criticism that discards erudition. Schwob goes
beyond this: imaginary biography is the true expression of the artist's poetry, and
so the work of art is marginalized. Pater's biographical fictions thus originate in
his criticism: the artist's life is conjured up by the spectator's imagination when
confronted by the work of ast. And conversely, biographical invention helps the
spectator understand the works of art.

Anne-Florence Gillard-Estrada
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DISSERTATIONS

McDERMOTTt

RYA N

PATRICK .

" TH E

GAY

H ERMENEUT I C:

VI CTO RIAN

CENEALOG IES OF HOMOSEXUALITY AND THE PRACTICE OF R EA DIN G,"
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY, 2008.

DA17o.04A

PH.D.

(2008): 1286 .

This dissertation examines the scene of gay reading in Victorian literature as
onc that both represents and contributes to the production of an imagined gay
sociabili ty during the latter half of the nineteenth century. While previous
scholarship on Victorian homosexuality has documented the historical
con texts in which gay reading took the form o f an actual social practice, little
attention has been paid to the trope of gay reading itself - to the scene of
gay reading - as it is figured within Victorian gay writing. As both a literary
trope and a social practice organized around the dissemination of homosexual
feelings, gay reading throws into relief certain affective and psychic sta tes
that have received o nly scant attention in recent critical work - namely, the
formal strategies of recognition, identification, and world-making that gay
writers employed in theorizing social models of homosexuality. CoUectively,
the readings of John Addington Symonds, Waiter Pater, and O scar Wilde
that make up The Gay Hermeneutic trace a genealogy of gay reading that
grounds its manifestation as a social practice in the formal and rhetorical
dynamics of is tropo logica1 "presence" in writing. Beginning wit h the revival
of H ellenism at Oxford during the late 1860s, th.is genealogy maps out the
role that gay reading played in the literary counter- publics to which these
writers belonged by following the intellectual pathways by which homosocial
intellectual interchange interacted with liberal theories of personal mobility
and self-determination . I n addition, it situates the problem of hermeneutics
within a larger domain o f cultural formation by diffe ren tiating the ways in
which gay reading practices meshed with, and at times radically departed
from, the Arnoldian narratives of self-reformation that underwrote their
claims to legitimacy.
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PARK, ]I -HYAE. "REVI SING BRITISH AESTHETICISM : CRITICS, AUDIENCES, AND
THE PROBLEM OF AEST HETIC EDUCATION." PH .D. U NIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN,

'008 . DAI 69. 09A (.008): 3561.
Focusing on the aesthetic criticism of John Ruskin, Matthew Arnold , William
Morris, Walter Pater, Oscar Wilde, and Vernon Lee, this dissertation explores the
ways in which aes thetic critics communicated th e values, principles, and practices
of an aesthetic education through forms of aesthetic criticism - especially, how
they positioned themselves respective to their audiences, as teachers in one sense,
and as fellow subjects in another. Park suggests that the paradox of asserting critical
authority on the same grounds that activated audiences to educate themselves .
that is, the subjective experience of art, created a distinctive problem of address.
The co nfigurations of audience in nineteenth-century aesthetic criticism make us
rethink how we evaluate reception as well as challenge paradigms of configuring
the reacier, exclusively based on fictional modes.

WALTE R, C HR ISTINA MI CHEL LE . "THE MODER NIST I MAGETEXT: EMBODYI NG
IMPERSONA LITY FROM OPTICS TO AESTH ET ICS ." PH .D. U NIVER SITY m: ILLI Nos
AT U RBA NA-CHAMPAI GN ,

'008. DAI69. 05A (.008): 1776.

This study investigates two related aspects of modernist thought and style: first, the
aesthetic turn away from the humanistic subject and, second, a new scientific model

of embodied vision that displaced the Cartesian fan tasy of a disembodied, objective
observer. Walter proposes that modernists illustrated their own interest in embodied
perception, against the long-standing presumptions of dualism, by developi ng visual
languages, or "imagetexts," that were consonant w ith the partial. mediated images

proposed by a late-nineteenth-century physiological optics. These image texts
allowed moderni ~ts to express their critique of humanism and to explore the
impli cations of a subjectivity at once inherently impersonal and embedded in
bodily and social constraints. Emphasizing an alternative canon to that centered

on T. S. Eliot, the dissertation describes how the visual languages of Waiter Pater,
Michael Field, H . D., D. H. Lawrence, and Mina Loy work to capture the opaque
impersonality of the subject - to represent impersonality as the very condi tion of

pe rsonality - without indulgi ng in an Eliotic dream of escape from the body, the
ego, or SOcially-mediated identity categories such as gender and race.
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CON TR IBUTORS
KIT ANDREWS is Professor of English at W estern Oregon University. He
is curre ntly researching the reception of German Idea li sm in nineteenthcentury British literature and philoso phy, and has an article forthcoming in
ELTon the figure of Watteau in WaIter Pater's "A Prince ofeotlct Painters"

and Michael Field's Sight and Song.
ZACHARY BEARE is a master's degree candidate at Western Washington
University. His work examines American and British popular culture and
specifically focuses on representations of masculinity in popular genres. His
master's thesis is an exploration of the intersections of race, gender, and landscape

in American western film s. He is currendy applying to Ph.D. programs.
MEGAN BECKER-LECKRONE is Associate Professor of English at the
University of N evada, L as Vegas , where she specializes in the history of
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